I'm Here, I'm Queer

by s_r_ndipity

Summary

agust d-ann u all: so thats why i just heard someone scream 'oH MZ GOD ITS A WaLkiNG AnGIOsPERMs I kneW THoSE FuCKERS EXISTed'
jangcookstr: lmao what the fuck
jinner: 'angiosperms'
gay-hope: i think he's dead
jangcookstr: the angiosperm??
gay-hope: no u idiot, jimin

Holding up with college, whilst at the same time practicing your ass off for competitions and showcases can be tiring.
Sleep? never heard of her (except if you're talking about the other type of 'sleeping' if you know what I mean...) Good thing their groupchat also never sleeps ("Hyung can we like, stop making so many sleeping jokes, it's getting on my n-" "Shut up, jimin I'm in the flow
right now, don't interrupt.

Notes

[insert Jungkook voice]
whats poppin, fellas
as u could probably guess, this here is a text fic bc we definitely dOn'T have enough of thOse
alrEady in this fandom haha
before u actually consider reading this please note that I was, in fact, NOT smoking crack
while writing, rest assured and dOn't sue me [sweats]
This is very self indulgent and admittedly /very/ random but my mind's always overflowing
with funny scenarios so I gotta stash em somewhere bear with me pwease :/
But nonetheless I hope you enjoy and stay healthy and happy~

See the end of the work for more notes.
The Biggest Snitch aka Park Jimin

Chapter Notes

See the end of the chapter for notes.

[park dat ass jimin appreciation squad]
[caTAEstrophe created new group chat]
[gay-hope was added to the chat]
[rAp MoNsTeR was added to the chat]
[jinner was added to the chat]
[jiminilicious was added to the chat]
[agust d-amn u all was added to the chat]
[jangcookstr was added to the chat]

[Group Chat: park dat ass jimin appreciation squad]

jiminilicious: kim taehyung, what in the name of all fucks is this group chat
caTAEstrophe: don't ask just listEn I'll explain everything.
so like
ive been thinking
jangcookstr: fuck thats never good
agust d-amn u all: need any painkillers kid
caTAEstrophe: honestly fuck u guys
gay-hope: gladly
jangcookstr: hoeseok hyung ur thirst is showing pull the brakes
jinner: was that even a typo lmao
gay-hope: listen u modified coconut
jiminilicious: as much as i love seeing everyone roast each other my question as to WHY THE FICKITY FUCK THIS GC EXISTS STILL ISNT SUCKING ANSEWREDS
jangcookstr: sucking ansewreds
gay-hope: sucking ansewreds
jinner: sucking ansewreds
ejiminilicious: i swear to fuck
caTAEstrophe: ok ok calm down chim
the REASON as to why this fine group chat ensemble appeared in your sad and pathetically dull lifes is pretty simple
here's the thing
I've been rewatching our old Fire fancams lately and remember the part at the beginning where yoongi is rapping and we all kinda have to crouch down and bounce on the floor
well I've noticed some interesting things in that particular part(͡° ͜ʖ ͡°)
jiminilicious: taehyung...
gay-hope: stop the cryptic shit what u talking about
rAp MoNsTeR: hello, what did i miss
and its particular, not particular
agust d-amn u all: no one fucking cAres
rAp MoNsTeR: wow ok ru de
jinner: HEY I dont accept rudeness and swearing in this motherfucking household, not on my
goddamn watch
gay-hope: u just cursed two times in a row talk about hypercritical
jangcookstr: tae why the fuck do u watch our fancams in the first place that seems kinda? stalkerish?
The narcissist jumped out fhjkkgf
caTAEstrophe: theres this thing called boredom okay don't judge
and what do u mean stalkerish i'm watching MYSELF HDJSJSK
Whatever I've got some hot tea ready to spill
ejiminilicious: taehyung i am literally in this group chat as well dont u dare go there
caTAEstrophe: ....
oh I'm TOTALLY daring to go there
buckle up hoes
I'm about to drop some knowledge for y'all's 3 last remaining braincells and u better sit yo asses
down bc its gonna be one hell of a ride
and speaking of asses
and drops
ejiminilicious: i know where u live. i wouldnt do that if you value your life
caTAEstrophe: lmao ofc u know where i live min we live together but do u really think it's smart to
threaten the guy who's about to expose the fuck outta u
jinner: ok now i'm really curious what the hell are you talking about
gay-hope: spill thou tea
rAp MoNsTeR: i have a feeling it's got something to do with jimins butt??
ejiminilicious:

but wHO asked you to point that oUt
caTAEstrophe: well he's not wrong tho
rAp MoNsTeR: HAh
ejiminilicious: sHUt the FUCK up tae im gonna FUCKING BURN UR ENTIRE GUCCI TIES
COLLECTION don't think I dont know about the box where u stash them
jangcookstr: damn he means business
rAp MoNsTeR: well technically thats extortion and kinda against the law according to paragraph A
subsection 2 under criminal offenses in the law book but tbh i bet its more likely that the police will
arrest Jimin one of these days for inappropriate public display of attractiveness
jangcookstr: remember this dude that walked into a lamp post bc hyung smiled at him while
walking by adghhakshkl
jejiminilicious: hhhhh leave chanyeol alone he's a shy boyjdjsk
rAp MoNsTeR: besides the police is so sloppy these days and dont get me started on the
government and politics. who in their right minds would allow capitalism to become a general thing
amongst humans its absolute selfdestruction and one day they all will regret ever making that decision! honestly, politics nowadays are Unbelievable

gay-hope: well that escalated quickly...
jinner: should i be worried
jangcookstr: what is capitalism
jinner: not now gguk
gay-hope: yoongi is quiet did he fall asleep
agust d amn u all: no im still here, just silently waiting for the exposure
jiminilicious: hyung i trusted u
agust d-amm u all: though luck, bitch
jinner: tae we're wAITING
caTAEstrophe: don't rUSH me
so
park jimin kept lying since 2015 righT IN OUR FACES
we've been all fooled completely bullshitted
he saiD HE CAN'T DO SEXY
that he aint gonna do well live
WE THOUGHT HE WAS INNOCENT
(no ok like he IS kinda innocent,, and he wAs born with natural cuteness gotta admit that buT)
he lied
you LIED park jimin i know the truth nOw you two faced little sneaky shit
jiminilicious: i am a what now
gay-hope: so we're talking about cute diminnie
agust d-amm u all: i thought he talked about his virginity
jiminilicious: fuCKING STAY AWAY WITH YOUR SINS SATAN
jangcookstr: oh come in we already figured that out a long time ago, I think it's coping mechanism
with all the attention he gets because of his angelic voice and mesmerising dancing? We all know he
has a stage presence so strong he could defeat thanos with only a single forehead exposure
rAp MoNsTer: everyone knows that, we've seen tony montana
like, u know when he's being really sexy and stuff and u get mindblown 'cause u suddenly feel like a
potato next him..
jiminilicious: SAID THE MAN BUILD LIKE HE BELONGS IN A MUSEUM and he deadass
tries to tell me he feels unsexy beside me I HAVE LITERALLY HOLES IN MY SOCKS AS WE
SPEAK AND PROBABLY HAVENT TAKEN A PROPER BATH IN 3 DAYS WHERE DO U SEE
SEXINESS HUH
agust d-amm u all: u ever look in the mirror, kid
jinner: i mean with a body like that i would probably legit stalk myself 24/7, not that i need to i mean
look at MY face its basically perfection
jangcookstr: what the actual fuck hyung...
jinner: WHat?
caTAEstrophe: i bet thats whats jin's secretly doing when he locks himself inside his room
gay-hope: I WHEEZEd
jinner: WTF I AM NOT STALKING MYSELF WHAT IS WTONG WITH U
caTAEstrophe: "so, let's check my twitter today! Oh wow damn i look so handsome on that photo,
and look at this one, ugh what a hottie, i wonder who took it, AH thats right it was mE, hAh 10/10
would dAte"
gay-hope: aghdjsjajs
agust d-amm u all: jdksksk tae u didn't have to go that hard
rAp MoNsTeR: wouldn't surprise me if that actually happened though
jinner: goddamnit joon u are supposed to be on my side u traitor
rAp MoNsTeR: oh sorry babe
*bro
jiminilicious: that was a weak attempt to save the situation joon, really weak
rAp MoNsTeR: AOUTOCORRECTION IS BEING SELF WILLED AGAIN
jiminilicious:

cataEstrophe: whatever makes u sleep at night
rAp MoNsTeR: ANYways TAEHYUNG what is it you were saying about jiminis non cute side before this irrelevant conversation happened
jangcookstr: i personally call it his 'sexy - greek god body - charisma level overload - hotass stage persona - side
jiminilicious: okay Google how to hide a body without a trace
gay-hope: the duality is actually so unfair cause one moment I just want to smother him with love and affection and the next second he's sex on legs like yes my body is ready
jiminilicious: hello is anybody fucking LISTNING to me
cataEstrophe: I saw a video of him doing a peace sign with his CUTE EYE SMILE and in the literally next second he body rolled the fuck out of 'Mic Drop' i felt honest to god SO ATTACKED
jiminilicious: jfc stop it im getting FUCKING SHY AND EMBARRASSED SHUT UP BEFORE I CHOP UR HANDS OFF GODDAMNIT
jinner: there. he's doing it again. just look at this fucker being all cute and shit whilst he manly threatens to chop our hands off ugh iconic
gay-hope: what is this 1+1=3 logic how is that possible, a legit question directed at the universe
jiminilicious: lord give me strength - amen
......
so i just remembered that I wanted to ask when the next dance practice is
So uhhh when's the next dance practice
i totally forgot haha our schedule is so packed lately we should so totally get a break howbout we go out to eat somewhere next time?
im kinda craving lil bit off sea food maybe or meat
yeah meat is good
lets go eat meat the next time we
jangcookstr: wait but what was this about the fire performance??
jiminilicious: U COULDN'T JUST DROP THAT COULD YOU HUH U UGLY GARBAGE CAN
gay-hope: someone's trying to change the topic i see
rAp MoNsTeR: lol nice try min
agust d-amn u all: u dont even like seafood u idiot
jinner: but back to the topic tae
caTAEstrophe: oohh right
so like im sitting there, barbecue souce on my tiddies
gay-hope: goddamnit tae
caTAEstrophe: clueless, watching our hottest performances
all innocent n shit
jangcoostr: "all innocent n shit"
rAp MoNsTeR: sounds fake but ok
caTAEstrophe: shhhsh
so I'm watching mostly myself bc damn i look good Aphrodite who-
but at SOMe point my gaze fell on jimin behind me on accident just at the right moment to see him
working that ass nicely in the background
like u dont even notice it at first because of the angle but when yoU DO!!!! there's an actual
compile of that move on yt
jiminilicious: THERE IS A WHAT NOW ON WHAT

[Photo]
gay-hope: i mean jims always been a natural in the 'drop tha beat n swing yo hip' concept
caTAEstrophe: under the adorable mochi hides the devil jimin and he's been openly exposed to the
world
jiminilicious: u seriously do have a death wish, don't u
u could've just asked me to strangle u in your sleep tae there was no need for all this u know
(⊙_⊙)
jinner: why are these emojis not giving off any good vibes at all
agust d-amn u all: maybe cause jimin's literally planning out tae's murder right now
caTAEstrophe: gUys just watch this
someone from our last showcase deadass made a compilation of jimin slut dropping
when i accidentally stumble upon that video BITCJES how do i tattoo it on my forehead
jiminilicious: taehyung NO
caTAEstrophe: taehyung YE
jiminilicious: i swear to god if any of u guys click the link
guys
...
i cant believe this
jinner: AKHSJGDDHG OH MEI GOD JIMIN
gay-hope: WOOOO~ DROP THAT GLORIOS ASS BOI
jangcoostr: DAMN CHIM GET SOME
rAp MoNsTeR: why have i never noticed this part before I feel played
agust d-amn u all: u dare taint my precious rap verse with that slut dropping.

jinner: MY SWEET SON THE ONLY PURE ONE I HAD LEFT AND NOW YOU JUST DUMP THIS PIECE OF INFORMATION ON ME LIKE NOTHINF WHAT IS THUI BETRAYEL
catastrophe: PURE?? is that what he's been telling you skdjdk oh PLEASE he's the most dirty minded lil kinky shit I have ever MET his ass was sorted into SLYTHERIN but he said he's a hufflepuff bUT YOU AINT SLICK BITCH I SAW THE RESULTS BEFORE YOU CLOSED THE TAB
jiminilicious: YOUR BLIND ASS DIDNT SEE NUTHIN
catastrophe: YES IT DID AND I WILL MAKE A TWT THREAD ABOUT YOUR SLYTHERIN MOMENTS JUST TO PROVE HUFFLEPUFF JIMIN ENTHUSIASTS WRONG I WILL SHATTER THEIR BELIEVES TO TEENY TINY PIECES
jiminilicious: LEAVE MY HUFFLEPUFF JIMIN ENTHUSIASTS ALONE YOU MONSTER
jinner: am I the only one not really following the conversation at this point--
jangcookstr: well I was sorted into ravenclaw the superior intellectuals
rAp MoNsTeR: ikr ugh our minds
gay-hope: y'all really left gryffindor out like ppl like hermione granger and Harry potter himself weren't sorted in gryffindor y'all DELUSIONAL
agust d-amn u all: what do y'all know about superiority SLYTHERIN INVENTED BEING SEPERIOR
jangcookstr: ok but i mean, i always knew that jimin has the best asset in the world everyone knows that but i feel the need to point out one more time that DaYUM dat ass is fine
jiminilicious: YOU-
catastrophe: glad we're one the same page
jiminilicious: EYE-
jangcookstr:
rAp MoNsTeR: jimins getting triggered
gay-hope: so i just saw him running to his room, but he was so red and the lights in the hallway were dimmed and I'm sleep deprived so i tought he was a floating strawberry or something cause of the red hair and nearly dropped my cup of tea i think i even yelled a bit
agust d-amn u all: so thats why i just heard someone scream 'oH MZ GOD ITS A WaLkING AnGIOsPERMs I kneW THoSe FuCKERs EXISTed'
jangcookstr: lmao what the fuck
jinner: 'angiosperms'
gay-hope: i think he's dead
jangcookstr: the angiosperm??
gay-hope: no u idiot, jimin
rAp MoNsTeR: thERE WAS NO ANgIOSMPERSM tO BEGIN WITH but OK
jinner: i dont know if he's such a vibrant red because he's embarrassed or cause he's angry i kinda hope it's the first one tbh
jangcookstr: same
agust d-amn u all: nah he's just rlly flustered
jangcookstr: hiw would u knw hyung
agust d-amn u all: i have my ways
jangcookstr: (°‿°)
agust-d amn u all: use that emoji one more time, I dare you.
jangcookstr: (°‿°) or what chief
agust d-amn u all: thats it I'm coming over to beat your ass
jangcookstr: is that a promise (°____°)
agust d-amn u all: jeonggukhdjsjskka
jangcookstr: yEs plEaSe oppAr jUsSeo saRanghAe~
agust d-amn u all: I HATE YOUHDJSJSKAK
cATAEstrophe: phew thank god he's not actually mad, i was worried he's gonna like.
kick my door in and roundhouse me in the face or something...
OH WELL whatever let's continue where we left off
now that it's established that park jimin's butt is indeed a piece of art - there's still an important
unattended question left
WHERE IS THE APPRECIATION THAT BUTT OF HIS DESERVES HORRES
jiminilicious: kim taehyung i'm gonna strangle u to death when i get my hands on u u fucking two
faced bitch how could u fucking betray me like this no one is gonna fckn find r fuckin gbody after
I'm done with you
rAp MoNsTer: when u think about it you're actually right tae
jiminilicious: JDKSJSKS NOT U TOO HYUNG
rAp MoNsTer: what I mean is, I remember times when you'd get slightly self conscious and
insecure of your body and vocals, but for absolutely no reasons at all. the crowd goes wild whenever
u perform and I see nearly daily tweets about how sweet and lovable u are, the dance and vocal dept.
adores you and in the past it made me quite sad knowing you were always so hard on yourself. So
obviously i'm glad you finally appreciate your body and learned to love yourself because self-love is
important
gay-hope: dont
dont mind me, im just stting here, crying a lil like a weak bitch I'm okAy
jinner: oh my god im sobbing
agust d-amn u all: i shed a legit tear
jiminilicious: i
hyung
i didnt
...
thank you hyung
thats
thats very sweet of you to say
cATAEstrophe: jimini arwe you crinxying too m
jiminilicious: no i'm not.
jinner: i smell bullshit
cATAEstrophe: dont lie i can hear ur snifflies from the kitchen
jiminilicious: don't expose me u shithead
cATAEstrophe: aww watchu gonna do bout it u cute little mangaettok fight my knees?
jiminilicious: BITCHHSJSIWILLFUFCOINHJS
i am NOT little for the 7265 time sweet mother of jesus
its not my fault yall are fucking 12 story buildings ffs
jangcookstr: i mean u are kinda on the short side
jiminilicious: i'm not SHORT its called being FUNSIZED
jangcookstr: lmao whatever makes you sleep at night
jiminilicious: fucking fight me jeon jeongguk u maracuja bunny faced hog ass coconut headed tree
branch mf u boutta catch these hands
jangcookstr: lmao can u even reach my face jimin
jiminilicious: YOU VEXATIUS ROTTEN BANANA PEEL IM YOUR HYUNG U THREE
DAYS OLD MILK BOTTLE IM FUCKING TWO YEARS OLDER THATS 730 DAYS
MORE WISDOM
63,113,904 MORE SECONDS OF KNOWLEDGE U UNEDUCATED POTATO SHOW ME RESPECT

cTAEstrophe: ddamn
homeboy went off..

rAp MoNsTeR: I'm amazed by how /original/ jimin's insults are

jinner: right?! i thought the same thing, it's nearly poetics

gay-hope: djdjdkskks 'vexatious rotten banana peel' he ended y'all weak sluts it's a knock out gang
gang

jangcookstr: ...i do indeed feel slightly offended.
jinner: originality right here ladys and gentleman
cTAEstrophe: aww cmon chim why so aggresive

remember that one time we FINALLY managed to get your alcohol-tolerance-of-a-steel-bar ass
shitfaced and you confessed that u actlly dont mind being called short and like it when we cuddle u
while being the lil spoon bc it makes u feel safe and you called yourself diminie it was adorable

jiminilicious: Taehyung i have the biggest blackmail collection on all of you.
i have a whole folder with different sections for each and every single one of you
in alphabetical order
i could destroy ur entire being in the span of seconds
do NOT test me u peasant
cTAEstrophe: pls chim you're all bark and no bite you're too nice for blackmail

agust d-amm u all: tae i wouldn't provoke him
jangcookstr: well tbh i never saw jimin blackmail anyone so im kinda with tae on this one

jiminilicious: ITS JIMIN HYUNG U TWAT

agust d-amm u all: just cause hes not openly yelling around that he just blackmailed someone doesn't
mean he cant do it gguk

gay-hope: u speaking from experience yoongi haha lol

agust d-amm u all: ...

jiminilicious: 😇
gay-hope: ...wait i was joking

jiminilicious: so you are accusing me of lying, is that it. you're saying im a liar :>
jangcookstr: no jimin were not saying u r lying just that u cant blackmail anyone to save yor life

jinner: which. is basically saying that he's lying jdjdj

jiminilicious: 'jimin' huh. still cant see no honorofics.
you know guk im older than you by two years in case you, I dunno, FORGOT
i really dont appreciate this disrespect.
same goes for you taehyungie :

rAp MoNsTeR: im kinda having a bad feeling here

agust d-amm u all: minie its really not necessary to ruin their lifes now come on...
jangcookstr: lmao yoongi hyung what u talking about

[jiminilicious went offline]

cTAEstrophe: uh were'd he go?
jinner: lol

rAp MoNsTeR: rip taekook
cTAEstrophe: why am i actlly starting to sweat

[jiminilicious is online]
jiminilicious: u know i really didnt want to resort to such drastic measures but im afraid there is no other option left for me
cataEstrophe: haha jimbles what are you talking about your kinda scaring me
jiminilicious: u asked for this...
hoseok hyung remember that time when u were searching for ur Luis Vuitton bag in the morning?? the blue one?? and u asked jungkook if he knew where it is bc he was still up playing overwatch the whole night in his room?? and he said that he doesn't know?? well the bag was in his closet all along but he was too much of a lazy ass to get his attention off his precious overwatch or whatever and give it to u and jin hyung that time ur fave mug cracked and you blamed namjoon hyung for it? It was tae all along and when he tried to fix it he cracked it even more

now try gettin outta that you rats
gay-hope: JEONGGUK HOW COULD U
jangcookstr: HOSEOK HYUNG NO I I
gay-hope: yeS jungkook, yoU
jangcookstr: I FORGOT IT WAS IN THERE I SWEAR I DDIDNT REMEMBER
jiminilicious: LIES U LITTLE UNDEVELOPED CHICKEN EGG I SAW U STUFFING THE BAG INSIDE YOUR SHELF AT 12:34 AM WHILE U ATE A STRAWBERRY CHOCOLATE CHIP GRANOLA BAR DONT TRY TO DENY YOUR OTRAGEOUS CRIME WHO U TRYNA FOOL HERE HUH
jangcookstr: e-ehm i did no such thing. ever. never. that's a lie. jimin is lying.
gay-hope: very convincing jeongguk just wait till i get my hands on u
jangcookstr: BUT HYUNG Jimin what the fuck i dont wanna play with demons how the fuck did u know that u werenz even in the room STAY AWAY SATAN IM SCARED
jiminilicious: u should be and jimin what now
jangcookstr: JIMIN HYUNG I SAID JIMIN HYUNG IM SORRY JIMIN HYUNG
jiminilicious: better.
gay-hope: i am. highkey concerned (and kinda turned on not gonnie lie)
agust d-ann u all: ....thought I was the only one
rap MonsTeR: hoLD UP A FREAKING SECOND I GOT DESSERT WITHDRAWAL FOR A WHOLE WEEK FOR THAT!! BITCZ NEXT TIME I SEE U ITS NOT SIGHT

jinner: ....so it was you all along kim taehyung. You are DEAD to me. You hear me. DEAD
agust d-ann u all: damn he got like at least 5 death threats in one single conversations, try one
upping that

catastrophe: SJJSJDJ DMIN YOU SNAKE NO JIN HYUNG THAYS A LIE STOP RUNNIN AFTER ME SJGAIASKL

jiminilicious: hiss hiss motherfucker

gay-hope: i

[sips tea]

agust d-amn u all: i warned u but does anyone ever listen to me? No

jangcookstr: damn jimin is wild

jiminilicious:

jangcookstr: I MEANT JIMIN HYUNG

jiminilicious: thats what i tought

jangcookstr: [sweats in gay panic]

jiminilicious: is there someone else in drastic need of any more proof that i have, in fact, very defined and explicit exposure material on every single one of you? feel free to voice yourself :) gay-hope: im good thanks

jangcookstr: nah its fine

no need for that haha

jiminilicious: im glad to know :) now excuse me, id like to get my beauty sleep now if yall dont mind

bye bye

jangcookstr: bye jimin hyung haha

agust d-amn u all: bye jimin

gay-hope: byebye mochi

jiminilicious: bye yoongs® bye hoseok®

jangcookstr: i feel left out T_T

jiminilicious: be gone thot.

--------

gay-hope: those smiley faces of jimin gonna give me nightmares now
gay-hope: okay listen am i the only one who still has a mental breakdown over this...
hoe does jimin KNOW all this shit asdfghjkl
rAp MoNsTeR: again with the typos
gay-hope: it's over for us bitches 😇
jangcookstr: wbk
agust d-amm u all: cold tea
jinner: HOLD THE FUCK UP JEON JUNGKOOK DID U STAY UP ALL NIGHT TO PLAY VIDEO GAMES THAT DAY??!!??! I TOLD YOUR BITCHASS TO STOP DOING THAT U UNGRATFUL BRAT I RAISED U ON MY BACK
jangcookstr: SFDGAJ IM SORRY 😎
goddamn u hyung this is not the end JUST FCKING WAIT
jiminilicious:

![blocked]

bitch try me
jangcookstr: uNBLOCK I WAS KIDDING
jiminilicious: :))
rAp MoNsTeR: wait is taehyung like dead
jinner: well i decided to be generous
the young man had just brought a week worth of dishwashing upon himself.
tae you can start right away with the dishes you just used to eat the chicken in your mouth
caTAEstrophe:

![taehyung]

bUt those were *paper plates*?!?
jinner: then i want them spic n span lying in the garbage or else
caTAEstrophe: im a bad bitch u cant kill me
jinner: NOW.
caTAEstrophe: IM GOING IM GOING HYUNG
rAp MoNsTeR: what a generous king
jinner: i know right, i am great
agust d-amn u all: i feel like im in need of therapy after this

Chapter End Notes

I have no idea what subsection extortion is written under I just made that shit up on a whim hjdsijs don't judge my uninformed ass juiceseyo
How To Lock Yourself Inside A Storage Room 101 by Jeon Jungkook

Chapter Summary

jangcookstr: HYPOTHETICALLY speaking this dude possibly locked himself inside a storage room of a convenience store
what should he do
of course a purely hypothetical situation tho haha who would do something stupid like that
gay-hope: what the fuck gguk

Chapter Notes

whAt's poppin, fellas
how are y'all?? healthy and happy i hope^^
i'm back with more bullshit!! My fbi agent is probably filling in the police report right about now im sURE
i have currently many unfinished fics that i'm still working on, will I eVer finish those [pokes brain with stick] c'mon do something-
P.S.: BTS - THE WORLDTOUR-THEY ANNOUNCED--OFFICIALLY-I- IM GONNA BE BREATHING THE SAME AIR AS THEM--IM GETTING EMOTIONAL OVER HERE-

See the end of the chapter for more notes

[Group Chat: park dat ass jimin appreciation squad]

jangcookstr: guys
Guys
Gays
g
u
y
s
gUyS
GUYS
agust d-amn u all: WHAT
jangcookstr: finally
rAp MoNsTeR: gguk why are u pestering the gc again
jangcookstr: ehm exCUSE U whaddya mean aGaIN
jinner: you just texted ten minutes ago asking why goofy stands on two legs but pluto remains on all fours even tho their both dogs
jangcookstr: that
was obviously for scientific research okay
caTAEstrophe: yes and jimin aint short
RaP MoNsTeR: actuallly it was a pretty interesting question i mean what if the producers tried to put a hidden message behind it? it seems plausible if you look at the statement from this perspective: the two dogs represent the human society; both are the same beings but with different rights. the same thing with humans. we are all the same species but our rights and circumstances are nonidentical
gay-hope: that
get deep real quick
once again
agust d-amn u all: goddamnit joon
jiminilicious: ok now hold the fuck up right there
why you coming at me now
I AINT FUCKING SHORT
caTAEstrophe: here he goes, denying the truth. again
jiminilicious: did u just-
gay-hope: was that-
jiminilicious: in some twisted way
gay-hope: a taylor swift reference
caTAEstrophe: no..?
gay-hope: honey who u tryna fool
caTAEstrophe: iT LITERALLY WASNT KDJKDS
jiminilicious: UH LOOK WHAT YOU MADE ME DO
gay-hope: LOOK WHAT YOU MADE ME DO
jiminilicious: LOOK WHAT YOU JUST MADE ME DO
gay-hope: LOOK WHAT YOU JUST MADE ME DO
RaP MoNsTeR: this is not a karaoke bar stfu
jinner: where are you all right now anyways
caTAEstrophe: i feel like those times when my dad was contantly checking up on me because im still out and its already past my curfew
hyung stop acting like a parent i
jinner: taehyung less FUCKING talking and more answering my goddamn question
agust d-amn u all:

[yesterday, 19:24]
agust d-amn u all: nO one fuckin cAres
RaP MoNsTeR: wow ok rude
jinner: heY i dont accept rudness and swearing in this motherfucking household, not on my goddamn watch
hoesuck: you just swore yourself two times in a row talk about a hypercritical dad
jangcookstr: tae why do u watch our performances in th first place

what do you have to say for yourself bitch
jinner: no idea when i said such things.
don't recall it.
agust d-amn u all: the 'oldest and most mature one out of all of us' kim seokjin who idk him
jiminilicious: i'm hanging out with taemin hyung at the cafe and he /insisted/ to accompany me back to the dorms so dont worry about me i wont be out for too long
jinner: thats it I am dOne with this bullying
i decided to put yall up for adoption jimin is know my only son y'all should take an exAMple on my favourite dongsaeng
Joongi is expecting the divorce papers on the table this Friday.

Rap Monster: But we aren't even married.

Jin: Details, Joongi. Unnecessary details.

Catastrophe: How dare you??

I thought I was your favorite dongsaeng??

Jin: Opinions change :/

Jiminilicious: Lmao take that you little bitch

Catastrophe: You shut your mouth

Gay-Hope: Come ooon guys don't fight now!

At least wait till I get home to watch it.

Rap Monster: Didn't expect that plot twist.

Agust D-Ann: Full of surprises [claps]

Jangcookstr: It's amazing how everyone just forgets I was the one to text in the first place having a CLEAR EMERGENCY

But that's fine

Fucking peachy

Just go on and forget about it. Do it.

Agust D-Ann: Ok ok we're sorry Guk

Please continue with your 'e me r gen cy'

Text

Jin: Correct me if I'm wrong with my assumption but is that sarcasm I smell there

Agust D-Ann: Did it come off as sarcasm?

Gay-Hope: Yeah, it kinda did.

Agust D-Ann: Good.

That was my intention.

Jangcookstr: I can't believe you

You're all so fckn mean to me-

Meanies :(

Jiminilicious: Aww baby boy we're sorry

For real now

Tell hyungs what's been bothering you.

Rap Monster: Well damn.

Jin: That took a very nice turn very quick.

Gay-Hope: 'Baby boy' oh my gosh I can't that's so fucking cute

Catastrophe: Hey why do you never call me that, Jimin hyung?!

Jiminilicious: JDJSKSK IM HOLLERING

Now I'm 'jiMin hyUng', huh Taehyung

I don't recall being 'hyung' YESTERDAY u brat

Catastrophe: :<

Jiminilicious: Aww is my other baby pouting? Don't sulk u know I don't mean it

Catastrophe: :>

Gay-Hope: Don't worry Taetae I'll call you baby too

Catastrophe: :>

Agust D-Ann: Guys just stfu for a second and let the kid talk.

Jangcookstr: Thank you Youngji hyung

So now that I fucking finally have your attention

I warn you beforehand this is a life or death situation OKAY 😊
jinner: im all ears gguk
cATAEstrophe: ok jeonggukie im listening
(listening past all the dramatics cough)
jminilicious: yeah lay it on us
cATAEstrophe: oh im sure u would like someone to lay it on u minnie we been knew
jminilicious: okay first of all darling ain't no one is laying anythin on me and without my permission, I'll make u beg for it before that, trust me, now second of all thats IT IM BREAKING THE MUTUAL U TRICKASS BROOM STICK LOOKING BITCHZH FUCKING TRY ME U FUCKFACE
jinner: SHUT UP BOTH OF YOU BEFORE I KICK YOUR asses TO MEXICO
cATAEstrophe: sorry jin hyung
jminilicious: sorry hyung
jinner: continue guk
ejangcookstr: ok so like
what if this one guy hypothetically speaking
rAp MoNsTeR: i dont like were this is going already
jangcookstr: HYPOTETICALLY speaking this dude possibly locked himself inside a storage room of a convenience store
what should he hypothetically do
of course a purely hypothetical situation tho haha who would do something stupid like that
gay-hope: what the fuck gguk
caTAEstrophe: oh god please don't tell me-
jangcookstr: I SAID IT WAS A HYPOTETICAL QUESTION BITC H
agust d-amn u all: so u wanna tell us that u didnt actlly lock urself inside a storage room and cant open the door right at this moment
jangcookstr: yes
I mwan NO i didnt no yes NO
rAp MoNsTeR: ...
i cant believe u managed to lock yourself inside a storage room
gay-hope: hOW BITCH
jangcookstr: JSJSJ THE DOOR JUZST FELL SHUT BEHIND ME AND I DIDNT NOTICE AND NOW IT WONT OPEM
jinner: WHAT WERE YOU DOING IN THAT STORAGE ROOM IN THE FIRST PPLACE !???
jangcookstr: MY MIKU HATSUNE KEY CHAIN ROLLED UNDER THE DOORFRAME
cATAEstrophe:

your what did what now
agust d-amn u all: the fuck u want us to do now u dumbass
jangcookstr: come? pick? me? up??
get?? me?? out?? maybe??
caTAEstrophe: cant u like,
yell for a employee to open the door or something??
jangcookstr: they're nearly closing so the two last remaining employees are half asleep behind the counter on the other side of the store
agust d-amn u all: what episode of My Life As A Failure is this
gay-hope: you still can try yelling for them tho
jinner: oh yes that's gonna be a GREAT headline for the local newspaper tomorrow
jangcookstr: n-newspaper
rAp MoNsTeR: this is why we won't be going places 😊
caTAEstrophe: im still cackling about this whole situation tbh
jiminilicious: TAE this is so inconsidered of you
gay-hope: yeah tae oh my gosh have some empathy jesus
jinner: ...you're laughing too aren't you
gay-hope: I'm SORRY but this really is fucking hilarious
jangcookstr: ffs guys
this isnt funny!
gay-hope: admit it it kinda is gguk
jangcookstr: KDJKDSK JUST PLS FUCKING COME GET ME ALREADY FOR GODS SAKE
jinner: LANGUAGE
jangcookstr: PLS FUCKING COME COME GET ME ALREADY FOR HEAVENS SAKE
jinner: u think you're funny huh
rAp MoNsTeR: alright everyone calm down
seriously can someone pick him up because I can't I'm meeting a friend
jinner: oh really what friend do i know them
rAp MoNsTeR: not now babe
agust d-amn u all: i'll come get the idiot guys
just text me the adresse u shithead
jangcookstr: [address attached] my HERO i sarang u so mUCh
agust d-amn u all: SHUT UP JSHDJSJSKS hOw the fuck did u manage to get yourself to itaewon when you said you just wanted to restock your banana milk shelf
jangcookstr: I DONT KNOW JUST come pick me up I'm panicking here
agust d-amn u all: I'm coming okay I can't fucking teleport calm down
jangcookstr: BUT THE STORE IS CLOSINGH IN 30 MINUTES
agust d-amn u all: WELL GUESS U HAVE TO JUST SUCK IT UP AND WAIT
jangcookstr: ....for what is god punishing me this way hAS IT BEEN TO MUCH HENTAI LATELY IM NOT EVEN RELIGIOUS WJATS YOUR DEAL JESUS WHAT ELSE AM I SUPPOSED TO JACK OFF TO HUH
jiminilicious: well u know u could try actual porn..? Like 'live action with actually existing people having sex and faking their really obvious fake moans' porn?
jangcookstr: are you trying to imply that if i would have watched boring porn this wouldn't have happened
jiminilicious: I mean
jangcookstr: what has hentai EVER done to you to be /disrespected/ like that ▬﹏▌
jiminilicious: jeongguk its animated people having kinky as fuck sex I don't see what's so great about that
jangcookstr: yeah well i haven't gotten any action in 84 years n with hentai there is a lesser possibility of catching a virus /everyone/ knows that u uneducated lettuce
caTAEstrophe: also they always exaggerate with the boobs and expressions :D
jiminilicious: im fcking blocking yall, my gay dick-liking and ass-eating self was living just fine without this information 𝑨(°.Excel 𝐫)
jinner: suddenly this turned into a debate if porn or hentai is better...do y'all deserve rights, let's discuss-
gay-hope: my god this has been the most entertaining thing ive witnessed all week except that time on tuesday when mark tripped on air and cracked the wall that was hilarious im loving it
jinner: jung hoseok, being a big help as always
gay-hope: why tahnk u
rAp MoNsTeR: *thank gay-hope: goddammit joon
jinner: yoongi update us immediatly when u get to jeongguk
jangcookstr: awww are u worried about me hyung
jinner: lol no tf i want the drama when he sees that the store's already closed but sure lets go with what u said
jangcookstr: god I hate this family

[Group Chat: park dat ass jimin appreciation squad]

[agust d-amn u all is online]

agust d-amn u all: so im with gguk rn
jiminilicious: is he okay?? did u manage to get to him on time?? are u out of the store??
agust d-amn u all: yeah dw
jiminilicious: oh thank god
jinner: well??
where's my update??
agust d-amn u all: no
jinner: MIN YOONGI
rAp MoNsTeR: yoongi cmon dont be an ass
agust d-amn u all: ugh
fine.
so after searching for the adress like a fucking idiot im entering the store
i have like 6 minutes left till closing and first thing i see is this lady with her head on the counter snoring like a fucking saw so i just went past her bc i had to check if jeongguk's even alive in the storage room and i like - bang on the door and i hear this devastated whisper something along the lines of "i swear if this aint yoongi hyung I will strangle myself with my own hands right in this goddamn storage room" so i said something like "its me loser came to save your sorry ass"

Tried walking away to get the saw lady but the idiot suddenly starts whining how i shouldn't leave him there all alone so i had to calm him down first in order to get someone to open the damn door needed 4 whole minutes to wake up Miss machine-gun-snores and when she finally moved her ass to the door looking at me like i'm voldemort reincarnated, jeongguk runs out looking like a giant microwave is after him and i hear him screaming "FUCKING TRY ME ONE MORE TIME"
STUPID ASS BOXES OF AVOCADOS I WILL FUCKING SQUISH EVERY SINGLE ONE OF U AND YOUR MOTHERS MOM INTO A PULP” so i took a look inside and there were boxes laying on the ground and avocados everywhere, half of ’em stomped
i wasn’t sure whether i should question it or not but with the way gguk nearly toppled over my bike while trying to get on it as fast as possible i decided to wait for an explanation at least till we get home
also i think he traumatized the saw lady.
i spend 10 minutes convincing him that there are no avocados in my motorcycle luggage but there are actually avocados in my luggage like seriously what kinda twisted fate mumbo jumbo is this

gay-hope: there is what now in ur luggage?!
agust d-amn u all: avocados. from that time jimin forced me to buy him some for his avocado face mask because jin used the last ones for his salad
jiminionilicious: wait you BOUGHT them for me but didn’t actually GIVE them to me what the fuck???

caTAEstrophe: what’s whith people in this ge and avocados
agust d-amn u all: anyways now we’re ready to go home
rAp MoNsTeR: good god finally
for a while i thought gguk will have to spend the night inside there
jangcookstr: the amount of faith u have in me is as thin as peeled onion skin
jiminionilicious: GGUK
jinner: my son are u okay
jangcookstr: oh u know dAD
apart from getting locked inside a storage room of a nearly closing store with useless employees all alone
in the dark
agust d-amn u all: jungkook there was a light switch and it was definitely on when i got there
jangcookstr: in THE DARK
starving
caTAEstrophe: why didn’t u just eat the food that was inside the storage??
nobody would’ve noticed anyway
jangcookstr: BECAUSE FIRST OF ALL EW IT WAS DIRTY AND SECOND OF ALL THE ONLY THING THIS FUCKING STORAGE ROOM HAD WERE THOSE PUKE GREEN HAND GRANADES LOOK ALIKES FROM HELL
jiminionilicious: heey dont insult avocados like that
jangcookstr: I AM NOW TRAUMATIZED BECAUSE OF YOUR DAMN AVOCADOS
jiminionilicious: WELL THEN YOU SHOULDN’T HAVE LOCKED YOURSELF IN THAT STORAGE ROOM BITCH
jangcookstr: bitch say what now
gay-hope: no fighting over avocados u sluts
jangcookstr: well apart from that
im pretty fine
jinner: good
jangcookstr: i think
jinner: i said good so you’re good
then yall get your asses back to our dorm
i ordered some pizza and some side dished if u aint here in half an hour ill eat it all myself u been warned
rAp MoNsTeR: SHIT IM RUUNING
gay-hope: GOTTA GO FAST DUNDUNDUNDUN
caTAEstrophe: BUT HYUNG I CAN'T RUN THAT FAST
jinner: half an hour!
caTAEstrophe: *smiling through the pain*
jiminilicious: uhm jin hyung u /know/ i dont think i'll make it on time
        taemin hyung and i
        we
        got caught up in traffic
        bad traffic
        yes
        but
        but i dont wanna miss your food :(  
jinner: OH. nah jimin thats perfectly fine dont worry about it
        i'll make sure that no one touches the food until u'll get here okay?
jiminilicious: thanks hyung ily
jinner: aw love u too jimin
caTAEstrophe: bitch what was that about half an hour
jinner: you want my food
caTAEstrophe: yEs
jinner: then i suggest u shut up and get to the dorm <3
        gay-hope: i dont know if my heart should go 'uwu' or 'shit run faster if u want food'
caTAEstrophe: WHY are you always in charge of dinner again
jinner: bECAUSE IM THE ONLY ONE WHO CAN MAKE MORE THAN CEREAL MAC N
        CHEESE AND A SANDWICH IN TGIS HOUSEHOLD NOW STOP COMPLAINING AND
        HAUL UR ASS TO OUR APARTMENT

Chapter End Notes

Oof my fingers hurt from all the editing,,,i just cracked my knuckles and i think i woke
up half the neighbourhood ashdj
Chapter Summary

jiminlicious: WANNA KNOW WHAT IM GONNA MAKE LOOK LIKE AN ACCIDENT REAL SOON
caTAEstrophe: NO I DONT
jiminlicious: WELL I DIDNT ASK FOR U DIDDLY DARN OPINION I'LL FUCKING BURN ALL YOUR CLOTHES DOWN

Chapter Notes

whAts pOppin, fellas
so i wrote this chemistry exam today and im like 99.9% sUre i fucked up bUt oh well at least its over now
but anyways i had much time to waste so i decided to finish this chapter now and here it is (°ω°)

enjoy uwu

See the end of the chapter for more notes

[Group Chat: park dat ass jimin appreciation squad]

caTAEstrophe: hi
jinner: hey wassup
caTAEstrophe: Oh you know. Not much.
jinner: oh my god
GRAMMER
theres actual GRAMMER
TAEHYUNG WHAT DID U DO
caTAEstrophe: ....
so i may or may not have set a plant on fire
jinner: u whAt

caTAEstrophe: and i think it was jimins plant
jinner: well was it yours
caTAEstrophe: no..
**jinner:** THEN OFC ITS JIMINS PLANT DO U KNOW ANYONE ELSE WHO LIVES WITH U IN ONE DORM

**caTAEstrophe:** STOP USING CAPS IM ALREADY SHITTING MY PANTS OKAY
i think it was one of jimin's favourites..
i dont know what to do

**jinner:** have u told jimin already

**caTAEstrophe:** ...

**jinner:** i cant believe you.
so the first thing u do after SOMEHOW destroying jimin's plant is texting HERE instead of JIMIN

**caTAEstrophe:** yeah ok might've not been the smartest idea
BUT
Listen I have a strategy
JIMIN WILL NEVER FIND OUT IN THE FISRRT PLACE

**jinner:** what
tae this is the
oh
oh

tae byung sweety...

**caTAEstrophe:** what
what is it

**jinner:** ..
oh u know nvm just continue

**caTAEstrophe:** what's with the weird behaviour >_>

**jinner:** oh NOTHING nothing at all

**caTAEstrophe:** ...so after thinking my strategy through and googling how much such a plant would approximately cost uhm I decided a change in strategies is required.
i plan on telling him over the gc
i'll have the effect of surprise on my side
bc then it gives me more time to plan out my escape and book the flight to australia
He'll never search for me in australia he's afraid of kangaroos I'm such a genius.
and also like. self preservation. just in case jsksksks
jimin doesn't like getting angry when people are around
maybe he'll even take mercy on me if i buy him chocolate truffle ice cream beforehand
i dare hope

**agust d-amn u all:** taehyung u fucking moron

**caTAEstrophe:** wh

**jiminilicious:** KIM MOTHERFU*CKING TAEHYUNG

**caTAEstrophe:** OH FUCK
OH SHIT
WHAT R U DDOING HERE

**jiminilicious:** WHAT DO YOU MEAN WHAT AM I DOING HERE THIS IS A FUCKING GROUPCHAT U BROKEN LIGHTBULB

**caTAEstrophe:** OH SHIT OH FUCK THIS IS HSAGHDGAHD THIS WAS SUPPOSED TO BE FOR JIN HYUNG ONLY HYUNG YOU K N E W HOW COULD YOU

**jiminilicious:** WELL GUESS U FUCKED UP FOR THE SECOND TIME TODAY NOW U IMBECILE
U DISGUSTING PLANTMURDERER
I WILL SUE YOU

**caTAEstrophe:** NO JIMIN PLS IM SORRY IT WAS AN ACCIDENT I LOVE YOU
jiminilicious: WANNA KNOW WHAT IM ABOUT TO MAKE LOOK LIKE AN ACCIDENT
caTAEstrophe: NO I DONT
jiminilicious: WELL I DIDN'T ASK FOR U DIDDLY DARN OPINION I'LL FUCKING BURN ALL YOUR CLOTHES DOWN
caTAEstrophe: JIMINNOPLEASEIMSORRY
jiminilicious: MY BEAUTIFULL TRACHYANDRA U KILLED HER
caTAEstrophe: WHO
jiminilicious: MY PLANT U 5'10 TALL BAG OF DICKS
rAp MoNsTeR: CHILDREN STOP YELLING FOR THE LOVE OF EVERYTHING HOLY OR I WILL STRANGLE U BOTH WITH THOSE PHONES
agust d-amn u all: how the fuck do you strangle someone with a phone...and how is anyone supposed to take u seriously with that username
jiminilicious:....
caTAEstrophe:....
jiminilicious: he started it
caTAEstrophe: he started it
jiminilicious: U DARE ACCUSE ME AFTER EVERYTHING
caTAEstrophe: IT'S JUST A PLANT
rAp MoNsTeR: GUYS
caTAEstrophe: .
jiminilicious: whatever.

[jiminilicious went offline]

rAp MoNsTeR: jiminnie
I'm sure taehyung is VERY SORRY for what he's done and will apologize to you and then he will buy you a new ehm trachyandra
i'll make sure of it okay
caTAEstrophe: i don't remember agreeing to this
rAp MoNsTeR: I don't remember asking
caTAEstrophe: THIS IS HOMOPHOBIC....ugh FINE

[caTAEstrophe went offline]

jangcookstr: what just happened
jinner: u have evening classes what are u doing on your phone, child
gay-hope: BUSTED
jangcookstr: oops
gotta skrrrt
jinner: DONT 'GOTTA SKRRT ME'

[Privat Chat: taesty, meow°°]

taesty: minmin
meow°°: [error 404: The Number You Are Trying To Reach Has Blocked Your Stupid Ass]
taesty: minie mouse
my soulmate
my precious bean
the cinnamon to my bun
the prettiest angel
jiminie petal
c'mon dont be like that, bub
the cos2 to my sin2
aww come ON it was even about mAths
the sun to my shine
...
IM GETTING DESPERATE HERE
JIMIN
THE COCK TO MY RIN
meow°^°: OH HOLY JESUS DONT U DARE U NASTY SHIT
taesty: HAH FINALLY
meow°^°: what du u want.
taesty: jimin
i wanted to apologize
I'm really sorry for destroying your plant
it was an accident
i just wanted to make pizza
i didnt know that your plant was inside the ehm oven?? of all places
meow°^°: but i put on an extra sticky note saying to not turn on the oven :<
taesty: i knooow chimchim I'm sorry u know i never read those im sorry pls forgive meీ
jimin?
u there
meow°^°: i'm sorry too taetae i overreacted a little. its okay everyone makes mistakes. i forgive u
taesty: NO MINI DONT SAY SORRY IT WAS MY FAULT DONT WORRY I'LL BUY U TWO NEW PLANTS AS AN APOLOGY
meow°^°: you don't have to do that don't be silly
taesty: SHUSH I WANT TO also u should go get ready bc us two are gonna have our traditional bubble tea date now
meow°^°: REALLY
taesty: YES
meow°^°: HELL YEAH I'll be ready soon ily
taesty: lyt
meow°^°: ♡
taesty: ♡
taesty: but wait what was ur plant doing in the oven :/
taesty: is this some long rant about botanics minmin
meow^°: hehe yes?
meow^°: i'm sorry if it's boring you i can stop
meow^°: save it for when we're on our bubble tea date okay
so we can talk about this in person ♡♡
taesty: you're the best ♥
taesty: i'm sorry if its boring you i can stop

[Group Chat: park dat ass jimin appreciation squad]

jangcookstr: y'all wanna go to that new the ramen shop near college
jiminilicious: sorry i can't kook
me and taetae have a bubble tea date later
jinner:

rAp MoNsTeR: so u made up after all
caTAEstrophe: yeasss(-ω-)/♡
rAp MoNsTeR: thank god
agust d-amn u all: i swear those caps gave me a fcking headache
gay-hope: have fun u two <3
jiminilicious: thnx hobi hyung we'll be going now
ttyl guys we'll keep u updated with a selca oki
jinner: bye
stay safe!
rAp MoNsTeR: Have fun ;)

[jiminilicious went offline]
[caTAEstrophe went offline]

jangcookstr: oh well
then next time maybe (•ω•*)
gay-hope: but im up for some ramen!!
jinner: yeah me too,, i heard their Jajangmyeon is really good
agust d-amn u all: i suppose i can come too ＿(‘‘)_/¯
rAp MoNsTeR: same here
jangcookstr: YESSS (°_°) ＿_－－
jinner: lets meet in 20 infront of the shop
jangcookstr: ok
gay-hope: alright! －(´▽｀)/
agust d-damm u all: got it
rAp MoNsTeR: see u in twenty

[Group Chat: park dat ass jimin appreciation squad]

jiminilicious:

hellow~ we are happy and on our way home
gay-hope: they call their dorm 'home' that shit adorable
jinner: aww u look so cute together
jangcookstr: me and jimin look cuter
caTAEstrophe: do you now
jangcookstr: whfökJ v
like
jsust saying
on a second thought
i was just jokinfg
and whatevEr
rAp MoNsTeR: [crickets chirping]
jinner: ANYways
how was the bubble tea date guys
jiminilicious: oh it was so much fun uwu
caTAEstrophe: yeah i missed this
with all these performances coming up we rarely have time to hang out like this
jiminilicious: how was it at the ramen shop???
jinner: i gotta say the food was DELICIOUS
agust d-amn u all: it was really good
caTAEstrophe: are you back home already?
рAp MoNsTeR: yeah we're all at hopesugakooks
agust d-amn u all: what the fuck is a hopesugakook
jangcookstr: dfhjdkf yoongi hyung
agust d-amn u all: i take it back i dont want to know
jinner: oh mini, tae u should come too! we ordered take out hhhhh we were too lazy to cook
jiminilicious: we'd love to oH shit wait is that our bus
FJFJSJD iT IS
gay-hope: run guys RUN
jinner: think they made it?
jangcookstr: with jimins short legs?
debatable.
jiminilicious: FUCK ALL THE WAY OFF
caTAEstrophe: HA we made it
10 mins max. and we'll be there
jinner: good (/^▽/^)/
caTAEstrophe: OH bitches i just remembered something hilarious that's happened while we were ordering our drinks earlier
gay-hope: oh god what happened again
Let me guess jimin tripped on air and yeeted himself into some poor waitress
jiminilicious: IT WAS ONE TIME WHEN WILL U LET IT GO
gay-hope: okay, so then what
jiminilicious: I won't tell
gay-hope: I WASNT TALKINT TO YOU BUT ITS EITHER U OR TAE U CANT JUST IMPLY SOMETHING AND THEN LEAVE IT LIKE THAT
jiminilicious: ksjsksk OKAY geez
its not even that funny tae just likes to be dramatic...so what happened is we were in this cafe waiting for our orders, minding our own business and this d00de walks up to me out of NOWHERE and deadass goes:
'heyyy aren't u the guy from the vid?!
and I'm like
'haha pardon?'
and he's like
'this!
and shoves his phone in my face with this video playing
https://youtu.be/_mvnUE91DFE
and i stare at him mortified and he stares bAck
and then he opens his mouth aND I STARTED TO THINK HES ABOUT TO CALL THE POLICE ON MY ASS AND WAS LIKE PREPARING MYSELF TO BOLT THE FUCK OUTTA THAT CAFE
i was seconds away from screaming something like 'DONT TEST ME MORTAL'
caTAEstrophe: i fcking heard him whispering it under his breath i nearly peed my pants from how hard i tried not to laugh
jiminilicious: but of course i only had a mental breakdown inside
i was the calm personified on the outside
jangcookstr: i bet he was seconds away from throwing his drink at the poor guy to have a distraction for when he starts running lmao
jiminilicious: do not INTERRUPT ME U LIMP NOODLE
jangcookstr: 

jiminilicious: but i honestly didn't know what to DO and taehyung that hoe was being the most useless best friend so i just kept to staring at him and he stares back hsjsks and then he holds up his fucking phone again and I thought to myself "aight now's the time to dump my coffee over his iphone isn't it" but he deadass just asked-- 'can i take a selca with you pls ur dancing is LIT"

gay-hope: KSJJJSJSJSSK
jinner: getting famous I see 😊

rAp MoNsTeR: the recognition he deservES
jinner: he got that from ME
jangcookstr: so did u take that selca
jiminilicious: yeah course I did
rAp MoNsTeR: park jimin, as always having the kindest heart...even when some random stranger asks him for a picture
gay-hope: jimin is already being a celebrity at this age and here i am
jangkookstr: hyung you're like only one year older??? we all have literally half a million followers on twt?? we have gigs and showcases regularly?? u have a dance yt channel??
gay-hope: oh riGHt. that just. sometimes slips my mind
jiminilicious: well the guy looked like a excited puppy and got all sad when i kinda started to decline i just couldnt bring myself to turn him down
caTAEstrophe: im pretty sure he also turned him on a little bit but thats none of my business
jiminilicious: YOU THINK YOU'RE FUNNY
gay-hope: sksjkssk lmao i mean im not surprised its JIMIN
jiminilicious: HYUNG
(ﾉ´ー`)ﾉ
gay-hope: you're a snack why CANT U JUST TAKE THE COMPLIMENTS
jiminilicious:
i DO take them and I APPRECIATE them very much even
but u make me sound like some greek god

agust d-ann u all: yes.
your point?

cATAEstophe: YES YOONGI HYUNG TELL HIM
jiminilocious: MY POINT IS THAT I DO NOT LOOK LIKE IT
jangcookstr: he said, while looking like the love child of Adonis and aphrodite
cATAEstophe: wow such poetics ■ _ ■
jangcookstr: LOOK at him

My skin is clear, my grades are up, crops are thriving, the sun is shining-

jiminilocious: alone for that corny line i will slap you all the way to oklahoma with the mini blackboard i used as a kid, the same way i whacked the bully who tried ripping my teddy bear apart on that one stupid school trip in third grade
cATAEstophe: u still have the mini blackboard???
jiminilocious: what can i say, i made good memories with the thing
jinner: ohmigosh u had a teddy bear with u on a school trip
gay-hope: THATS SO PRECIOUS
MY HEART

rAp MoNsTeR: sure lets ignore the part in which he described how he probably knocked the other kid a tooth out...
lil man deserved it tho
how dAre he try to mess with minis bear and make him sad
jiminilicious: RIGHT!! my seven year old self thought the exact same thing
right before i threw a chunk of wood at him
i was such a sly bitch when i was little
caTAEstrophe: cough still are cough
jiminilicious: i didnt even get punishment
gay-hope: srsly!? howd u manage that
jiminilicious: made it look like an accident
used a lil bit of them charms if u kno what i mean,,,
me was always a cute boi
no supervisor lady could resist me
a lil bit of crocodile tears and i EVEN GOT CHOCOLATE AFTERWARDS MWAHAHAH
jangcookstr: okay yes u are cute
but you're also hot
u cant deny it
look at this:

[whispers] daddy material
like?? wow I popped a heart and dick boner at the same time???
what is this feeling
its almost like i'm gay
rAp MoNsTeR: jungkook u ARE gay
jangcookstr: oh...right
jinner: jhxjsjyk
agust d-amm u all: remember in his teen years when he would get those phases
where he'd start denying/convincing himself that he's totally not into dick
one time we got drunk at a bar after a rlly shitty week
and jk was completely wasted and well...
jangcookstr:
hyung
No
do u prOMISED

agust d-amn u all: he started singing "im not gay" by J Pee while sitting on the bar. i think the bartender was trying rlly hard not to throw the glas he was cleaning at this idiots face, my pained expression was probably what made him hold back
jiminilicious: NO
agust-amn u all: YEs
caTAEstrophe: hE DIDNT
agust d-amn u all: HE FUCKING DID
jiminilicious: JUNGKUK OSKJXKSBZKS
caTAEstrophe: IM SCREAMING
jangcookstr: i will end u

jinner: STOP SCREAMING IN THE BUS AND GET YOUR ASSES TO OURS OR WE'LL START THE MOVIE WITHOUT U, but be careful its pretty dark outside!
jangcookstr: I'll be waiting.
jiminilicious: s-suddenly the road looks so appealing to jump on what do u think tae
caTAEstrophe: do u think they'll let us crash in the backseats for the night mini
jangcookstr: (ノಠ益ಠ)ノ彡┻━┻
jiminilicious: but dont think we'll forget that anytime soon
caTAEstrophe: mwahaha
jiminilicious: an addition to my blackmail collection
jangcookstr: U ANNOYING SHITS
gay-hope: imma eat that kimchi if no one will
jiminilicious: GET YOUR HANDS OFF OF THR KIMCHI
caTAEstrophe: BITCH DONT U DARE

rAp MoNsTeR: so everyone fell asleep cuddling on the couch and left me to clean up while lying all over me i cant fuckin breath properly why are y'all like this
every single time godamnit

Chapter End Notes
pls dont put ur plants inside the oven i just made that shit up bc my sister once hid my grandma's plant in the oven thinking it'll thrive more in the dark, thank u.
© to the jimin fansites Tension Up and Jimson Weed for the stunning pics
have a nice day/night y'all^^
A Genius Guide To Being Petty by Min Yoongi

Chapter Summary

agust d-amn u all: sweet revenge for my fallen doormat fucker u think im playing around nah son imma fuck your shit up
jinner: i will skin u alive if you fail the test jeon jungkook

Chapter Notes

whats poppin fellas (* " V" )ﾉ
so school is being an uncooperative bitch again but whats nEw so heres the chapter anyways, inspired by myself
bc im a dramatic shit according to my soulmate
enjoy( `・ω・´)ゞ [hops out of the room]

P.S.: [hops back in] THE FUCKING COMEBACK TRAILER TOOK ME SO FUCKING OFF GUARD I SPILLED MY ORANGE JUICE ON MYSELF MY MANS KIM FUCKING TAEHYUNG DID THAT HE- what kinda sorcery is that he just slayed the dancing, singing, his visuals and have i mentioned the dancing?? coz hotDAMN and his VoiCe--[dies]

See the end of the chapter for more notes

[Group Chat: park dat ass jimin appreciation squad]

agust d-amn u all: greetings dear friends it is i, min yoongi live on air with your daily reminder that jeon jungkook is a little bitch and he can go eat in the dumpster from now on bc he aint gettin anything from MY fridge no more
jangcookstr: I ALREADY SAIF I WAS SORRY WJAT ELEES DO YIU WJANT
agust d-amn u all: u can shove your apologies up your ass with a garbage compactor u uncultured swine
jinner: what'd he do now
caTAEstrophe: thought you where in your studio working on some new tracks...
agust d-amn u all: oh i WAS
but then someone decided to show up with two boxes of chicken nuggets and an open 0,25l plastic cup of cola
mind u that the nuggets weren't even for ME
and basically ruined my favourite, most precious doormat with that godforsaken sticky ass drink THOSE STAINS WILL NEVER WASH THEMSELVES OUT
jangcookstr: well maybe next time you should hang up a sign or something that there is a bigass doorstep and WARN people before they trip and die
agust d-amn u all: don't get sassy with me hoe I'll skin u alive
jinner: is that the doormat??

looks ugly
agust d-amn u all: blocked, reported, the authorities are contacted, i'll burn your dorm down
jiminilicious: i think it's a nice doormat it really fits hyung
agust d-amn u all: at least someone understands
jiminilicious: but its still ugly tho
agust d-amn u all:

y'all are cancelled, from now on no one will step a fucking foot inside my studio or imma hack off your leg right then and there
why the fuck are we friends again
caTAEstrophe: bc u looove us
agust d-amn u all: fucking debatable
gay-hope: [feeling attacked] this definitely hit a nerve bro
jiminilicious: wAlt HOLY SHIT HSJS IM RLLY BEING ATAECKED RIGH KNOWR
caTAEstrophe: WHOMST
jiminilicious: THe BESEAJS
caTAEstrophe: ah yes, thank u for that accurate and profusly detailed describtion i completely understood who you meant
jiminilicious: DON T SASS ME U PEASNAT IM IM A LIFE THREATENING SITUATION RIGHT NOW
jangcookstr: peasnat
caTAEstrophe: peasnat
gay-hope: peasnat
rAp MoNsTeR: *peasant
agust d-amn u all: jOON
jinner: jiminie are you ok?? what happened

hello?
gay-hope: its been 8 minutes ok im starting to worry
jangcookstr: HYUNG ARE YOU OKAY WHAT HAPPENED WHO DO I NEED TO KILL IMMA FUCK THEIR SHIT UP
caTAEstrophe: CHIM ARE U ALIVE AND IF NOT CAN I FINALLY THROW AWAY ALL THOSE PLANTS OF YOURS
rAp MoNsTeR: there are two types of people.
jiminilicious: STAY AWAY FROM THE SACRED U FILTHY HUMAN
also awww guk you're so ready to fight for ur hyung thats so sweet
caTAEstrophe: and there he is
agust d-ann u all: ehm excuse you im ready to fight for your honor too park jimin but yeah ok sure whatever ignore me I guess
jiminilicious: c'mon i know that hyung and I appreciate it uwu my knight in shining saint laurent clothes (˘ ³˘)♥
agust d-ann u all: 

jiminilicious: but i can still sucker punch an asshole just fine on my own but thank u again anyways i think i managed to shake them off and now im hiding in a tea shop and the lady keeps sending me weird looks but im too afraid to go out so soon phew that was a near death experience i nearly passed out i swear they kept staring at me and the moment i moved they sped up to me and i just straight up RAN for it and they kept following me all thsi time i just couldnt shake em off, i think i was so easily spotted coz of the yellow jumper
gay-hope: what i s hAppening
jangcookstr: HYUNG ARE YOU OKAY
jinner: omigosh jimin stay in that tea shop shit did they hurt you
jiminilicious: luckily for me, they didnt, but goddamn im sure if these thicc thighs of mine weren't in shape i woul've been dead meat by now they had those fucking kitchen knife-look alikes- i've never seen something so sharp in my life before they were fucking wielding it in front of my face ugh my hands r still shaking
rAp MoNsTeR: fUck where are they now jimin
jiminilicious: when i crashed though the tea shop they pissed off right away
jinner: OH THANK THE GODS
gay-hope: shit this is serious what should we do
rAp MoNsTeR: we gonna pick u up okay, tae and kook are already gettin ready
jiminilicious: alright hyung but its not necessary really im okay now
agust d-ann u all: IMMA BEAT THE SHIT OUTTA THOSE FUCKERS THEY GONNA FUCKING CATCH THESE HANDS I'LL RIP THEM TO SHREDS
rAp MoNsTeR: jimin they had sharp WEAPONS in the middle of the day and were following you this is NOT okay
gay-hope: you should call the police !! OR WE CALL THE POLICE COZ WHAT IF THESE GUYS ARE STILL OUT THERE THREATNING OTHER NETIZENS WITH SHARP KNIFES
jiminilicous: yeah i gotta admit those were some big ass spikes on the wasps wait what i should call w-wHO NOW

marshmallow 🧷 @peachypjm
well fUCK there might've been a m i n o r misunderstanding  hskxjsks

2:48 PM - 18 Nov 2018
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gay-hope: w
rAp MoNsTeR: did you just say wasps
jinner: U WERE CHASED BY FUCKING WASPS
jiminilicous: WHAT DID U THINK I WAS CHASED BY JDJSKDJSK
jinner: I THOUGHT FUCKING SERIAL KILLERS WHERE AFTER YOUR ASS
jangcookstr: a good ass indeed
jinner: JE ONGGUUK
jangcookstr:
agust d-amn u all: i thought u where about to get murdered fucking hell park jimin
jinner: JIMIN U SCARED ME TO DEATH YOUR GROUNDED FOR THE NEXT 40 YEARS
rAp MoNsTeR: I SAY 60 FOR NEARLY MAKING ME CALL THE POLICE
jiminilicious:

i-i thought
u k-knew what i was talking a-about

i was really scared okay

i didnt mean to prank u or anything
but the wasps were scary
AND YOU KNOW IM ALLERGIC TO WASPS
so my panic is justified
[pouts] :=<
agust d-amn u all: ....here we go
rAp MoNsTeR: ....[dont give in]
jinner: .......[dont ]
gay-hope: ..........[don
jiminilicious: [whimpers]
jinner: UGH fuck self control. jiminie come over we have chocolate ice cream just stop pouting and sending sad memes already
caTAEstrophe: i have this irresistible urge to cuddle him
jangcookstr: Im running to buy his favorite cookies

J_Hope 🌼 @hopeworld

we boo boo the fools rly thought this bitch was about to get killed but turns out it was just some fucking WASPS I HATE U @peachypjm

2:56 AM - 18 Nov 2018

146k Retweets | 398k Likes
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marshmallow 🌼 @peachypjm

WDYM "JUST WASPS" U THINK THOSE TYRANTS ARENT CAPABLE OF MURDER HUH U NAIVE BOTTLE CAP

jiminilicious: foolish hoomans thinking u can resist me

awww kookie YOU are my favourite cookie
caTAEstrophe: damn that was smooth
agust d-amn u all: i finished in the studio im coming over to cuddle too
rAp MoNsTeR: thats a lie he is in fact not finished he just complained to me about his dead brain not having any ideas and motivation left and threw himself on the couch to take a nap now he's packing his things at the speed of light and screaming at me to walk faster bc jimin needs cuddles
agust d-amn u all: this is why i dont tell u sectrets kim namjoon
rAp MoNsTeR: thats not what u were saying when u spilled the hot tea about kihyun and shownu
yesterday :/
jiminilicious: yoongi you're so cute uwu
rAp MoNsTeR: he's blushing
agust d-ann u all: how don't test me-
caTAEstrophe: oh-oh
jiminilicious:

joon hyung is in trouble

gay-hope: jdkskj what did u do nam
rAp MoNsTeR: what i didn't do anything?!
it's probably nothing pfff calm your asses

[Privat Chat: joonie♡, loml♡]

loml♡: so care to tell me why i just walked into the kitchen to make some sandwiches for the kids and the toaster isn't working again

joonie♡: [read✓✓]

[Group Chat: park dat ass jimin appreciation squad]

rAp MoNsTeR: ABORT MISSION I REPEAT ABOR MISSION

[Privat Chat: joonie♡, loml♡]

joonie♡: ehm babe you know that's actually quiet the funny story because it wasn't me who broke it
loml♡: oh really now
joonie♡: yeaaa, silly OBVIOUSLY
loml♡: okay then, honey
I'm listening.

[Privat Chat: nams, yoongmoong]

nams: SHIT YOONGI HELP AJFSJA
yoongmoong: lmao thats funny

today, 16:25
that's a lie he is in fact not finished he just complained to me about his dead brain not having any ideas and motivation left and threw himself on the couch to take a nap now he's packing his things at the speed of light and screaming at me to walk faster coz jimin needs cuddles

i think the fuck not u piece of garlic bread
nams: YOONGI FSKJKHJKJK

[Group Chat: park dat ass jimin appreciation squad]

august d-ann u all: jungkook??
jangcookstr: yeah hyung
august d-ann u all: u still have to buy me a new doormat now just saying
jangcookstr: gahfsgaf but HYUNNG im brOKE
august d-ann u all: i didnt ask. and i dont really care.
jangcookstr: but ho w am i supossed to bu y it then?? with what money??
august d-ann u all: i dunno. u tell me
jangcookstr:

gay-hope: hyung wh y are you writing thi s in the gc in the middle of the gopddamm nigzht
august d-ann u all: receipts, hobi...all of this- screenhotted and saved
also so jin sees that kook is still up in the living room playing video games even tho he has a calculus test tomorrow

jangcookstr: HYUNG WHY WOUL D YOU EXPOSE ME LIEK THAT
agust d-amm u all: sweet revenge for my fallen doormat fucker u think im playing around? nah son imma fuck your shit up I'm on xgames bitch, let's gO felicia
jinner: i will skin u alive if you fail the test jeon jungkook

jiminilicious: will i ever get my damn beauty sleep in this economy at least for one(1) night bE gOne thots and let me sleEp

Chapter End Notes

stream the queen, singularity and stay healthy and happy!!
have a good day/night y'all uwu
**Chapter Summary**

gay-hope: what can i say, there's always the time to make height jokes coz u know life is just like u. Too short.
caTAEstrophe: would u like some aloe vera
coz u just got BURNED

**Chapter Notes**

whats poppin, fellas
so i was actually going to post this a lil earlier but then i accidently logged out while editing so i had to edit everytHing AGAIN and welp di du~here it is...

enjoy and stay healthy and happy(ε´ω´ )

P.S.: im really nOt ready for the comeback...at all....my wig's gonna be snatched and i dont even hav money to buy a new one what is this life (╯・・・)╯︵┻━┻

See the end of the chapter for more notes

**[Group Chat: park dat ass jimin appreciation squad]**

agust d-amn u all: which one of you brainless morons left their yellow sunglasses at our dorm go get them before i run them over with my 16,000 lbs truck
gay-hope: you have a truck?
agust d-amn u all: you wanna find out
gay-hope: no thanks im good
jinner: send a pic yoongs
agust d-amn u all:

![sunglasses]

this is giving me eye cancer
so who do the fcking sunglasses belong to? gotta know if its worth selling them on ebay
 tho who would want to buy this abomination
gay-hope: well someones grumpy this morning
agust d-amn u all: call me grumpy on more time i dare you
gay-hope:
jangcookstr: hyung how much sleep did u get last night
agust d-amn u all: 5
jangcookstr: hours?
agust d-amn u all: minutes
jangcookstr: so you are tired
agust d-amn u all: no im yoongi
jangcookstr:

gay-hope: i dont know if he just made a pun or if he's serious
jangcookstr: hyung he just /told/ u he's yoongi
gay-hope: [points at door] Go. Don't come back.
jinner: o-oh my god jungkookie your first pun
im feeling so proud
you learned well, young grasshopper
rAp MoNsTeR: shit yoongi i think those sunglasses are mine
and dont you dare run them over with anything!!
agust d-amn u all: then come get them
they are disturbing my room aesthetics
rAp MoNsTeR: the. sunglasses??
agust d-amn u all: did i stutter
rAp MoNsTeR: djdjksk okAy I'm omw

[rAp MoNsTeR went offline]

gay-hope: im surprised the 95z line isnt online
jinner: i think they have morning classes
gay-hope: ahh well makes sense
jangcookstr: hah sucks to be them
gay-hope: dont u have them too??
jangcookstr: nope the professor got sick
gay-hope: lucky lucky
jangcookstr: yeah
gay-hope: ...
jinner: ...
jangcookstr: ....
jinner: wanna come over for breakfast
jangcookstr: hell yeah!!
gay-hope: we gonna be there in ten ε≡ε≡ε≡ε r(¬¬)
jinner: gotcha

gay-hope: we gonna be there in ten ε≡ε≡ε≡ε r(¬¬)

[Group Chat: park dat ass jimin appreciation squad]

cATAEstrophe: bonjour my fellow subjects the royalty has come back what did i miss
agust d-amn u all: u gonna miss the slipper I'm gonna haul at your head if u dont shut up
cATAEstrophe: damnnn well someone woke up on the wrong side of bed
agust d-amn u all: fuck off
gay-hope: he just didnt sleep well
RAP MoNsTeR: or at all
jiminilicious: what?! why
gay-hope: oh hey jimin-ie(°^°)♥
jiminilicious: hey hobi \(^o^)/ ♥
RAP MoNsTeR: a beautiful interaction
jiminilicious: what gives hyung? why didnt you sleep last night. I swear to god if you fell back into your workaholic tendencies again.
agust d-amn u all: im fine min, stop worrying okay it was just a one time thing
jangcookstr: i cant believe you cant even lie through text properly
agust d-amn u all: guess who's sleeping in the hallway tonight
jangcookstr: lets not jump to rash decicions we will regret later
agust d-amn u all: will i though
jangcookstr: yES you will
agust d-amn u all: seriously guys just drop it okay, im fine
jiminilicious: ...
dont think you are left off the hook hyung this conversation is not over
agust d-amn u all: its not that deep, cutie
jiminilicious:

that's for me to decide min yoongi
agust d-amn u all: yah u brat im your hyung
jiminilicious: i love u too my smol hyung
agust d-amn u all: LIKE YOU ARE TALL
jiminilicious: this isnt about mE-
cATAEstrophe: kook's been awfully quiet
jinner: its alarming
gay-hope: yeah i noticed too
SHOULD WE BE WORRIED
jangcookstr: guys omg im fine just been thinking and zoned out

gay-hope:

cataEstrophe: OKAY WE SHOULD DEFINITELY WORRY
rap MonsTeR: oh shiz were u kidnapped
agust d-amn u all: are you okay
rap MonsTeR: did someone steal your phone
cataEstrophe: WERE U HACKED
ARE YOU STILL ALIVE
agust d-amn u all: taehyung don't overdo the dramatics
cataEstrophe: uppsi woopsi
gay-hope: GUK SAY SOMETHING!!
IS THIS LIL SHIT IGNORING US
cataEstrophe: HE AINT REPLAYING
IMMA CALL THE COPS
jangcookstr: guys can u chill for a sec oh my g
jiminilicious: JEON JEONGGUk ANSWER THIS INSTANT OR IM GONNA WOOP YOUR ASS
jangcookstr: AFSDKS I SAID IM FINE
jiminilicious: then whats bothering u
jngcookstr: noth. ing.
jiminilicious: ah okay then we'll drop it
jangcookstr: really?
jiminilicious: no answer the fucking question
jangcookstr: asfhkh
alright so i dont know if u remember this but a few months ago we all had like a VERY deep heart to heart talk in the middle of the night at that one sleepover at namjins
gay-hope: 'that one sleepover' which one,, we have like 3 per week
rap MonsTeR: werent we literally talking about different cheese brands and tried to burn potatoes with a lighter to see if it actually roasts ..? and accidently singed the carpet? whats deep about that
jangcookstr: AS I WAS SAYING
while we were talking i brought up a very s p e c i f i c topic
jinner: i dont like were this is going
jiminilicious: what kind of SpECific topic
jangcookstr: well
uh u know like
animals and..... stuff
and like pets?? and stuff??
jinner: guk if this is what i think it is you're trying to imply i swear to god i'll smash your phone
jangcookstr: jdjjsksk wait
uhhh so
remember how i kind of maybe possibly wanted a puppy??
agust d-amm u all: u mean 'remember how i kept bugging u for 8 hours straight to get me a dog for my birthday'
jangcookstr: uhhhm
no I don't mean that
cATAEstrophe: sounds lika a question
jangcookstr: itS NOT
rAp MoNsTeR: dont tell me u want a pet
jangcookstr: L-LISTEN HAVE U EVER SEEN A BUNNY THOSE FUCKERS ARE THE MOST ADORABLE SHITS EVER OKAY LIKE THEY ARE SO CUTE WITH THEIR LIL NOSES AND FLOPPY EARS AND THOSE BIG SHINY EYES I WANT A BUNNY
just LOOK at them
cATAEstrophe: i was expecting a picture of yourself thh
jiminilicious: i dont see the difference,,maybe ur even cuter

[jinner went offline]

jangcookstr: nO hear me out first
agust d-amm u all: /that's/ what's been on ur fucking mind this time??!
jangcookstr: well....
gay-hope: my god kook weve been over this a hundret of times we are not smuggling another animal inside the dorms
jinner: jimins cat is enough of an addition to the family for now its risky as it is already and taking care of a bunny requires a lot of things
jangcookstr: but why can't I get a pet >:(
this is so unfair
jinner: i j u s t explained that to you I'm-
agust d-amm u all: I once got u a gold fish the first few weeks after u moved into the dorms and u
overfed it in the second night and killed it
jangcookstr: THERE WAS NO INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE EXACT DOSE OF FOOD FOR
RONNY WHAT WAS I SUPPOSED TO DO
agust d-amm u all: MAYBE USE GOOGLE
jangcookstr: WELL MAYBE-
shit maybe you're right

caTAEstrophe: yoongi hyung rm
jiminilicious: I'm sure we could get a bunny sometime guk but just not at the moment ok? I'll make
sure to get u a bunny once u have your own apartment
caTAEstrophe: u sneaky lil shit u now that's not gonna happen for at least the next 10 years, what
a way to save money
jangcookstr: uuuuugh FINE
gay-hope: where is this even coming from
jangcookstr: ...one of my classmates got themselves a rabbit and was showing it off throughout the
whole lecture and it was pissin me off
jinner: THEY TOOK A RABBID INSIDE THE LECTURE HALL
jangcookstr: hyung things like a phone and cameras exist you know
jinner: the disrespect-
gay-hope: and u got jealous of them havin a rabbit??
this is man-child behaviour smh
u r a big baby kook
jangcookstr: am not
gay-hope: are too
jangcookstr: am NOT
gay-hope:
caTAEstrophe: immaturity everywhere yikes
jiminilicious: you r one to talk u where singing the Phineas and Ferb opening while cleaning the kitchen yesterday
caTAEstrophe: I DID NOT
jiminilicious: mhm sure you didn't and I reach the top shelf in the kitchen
[audio send]
caTAEstrophe: WHAT THE FUCK
jangcookstr: ohmy god this is the best thing ever
caTAEstrophe: okaY first of all im feeling disrespected and my priVaCy was violated like exCuse also im slowly starting to get creeped out park jimin did u install cameras or something gasjdjadka
jiminilicious: wouldnt you like to know
rAp MoNsTeR: the sun is shining, birds are chirping, park jimin is being his usual sassy slytherin self what a good day to be alive
jinner: actually its raining rn but sure go off
gay-hope: damn weather first they promise us sunshine now this happens
caTAEstrophe: but you are still here hobi
v(°▽°*)▽^

gay-hope: god why are you so fucking cute
wait i wasnt supposed to send that iGNIRe J5KSKSAK

[jay-hope went offline]

jinner: and this, my children, is nOt how you are supposed to flirt but since both of them are awkward beans i let it slide but i dONT tolerate it with anyone else

jangcookstr: I JUST HAD THIS BRILLIANT IDEA we could watch a movie since its a friday we can stay up all night and eat pizza with popcorn
rAp MoNsTeR: please separate pizza and popcorn properly next time, a combination sounds rlly unappetising also im pretty sure yall always fall asleep halfway through the movie LEAVING ME ALONE TO CLEAN UP THE MESS AFTERWARDS
jiminilicious: us all right know:

agust d-amn u all:

rAp MoNster: [ >agust d-amn u all< Delete This Contact? ]
agust d-amn u all: you wouldn't dare
rAp MoNsTeR: watch me
agust d-amn u all: eat sHit
jangcookatr: WE COULD WATCH THIS NEW DRAMA THAT CAME OUT RECENTLY
i forgot the name hhhhh something about destiny...-
BUT EVERYONE SAYS ITS LIT
jinner: i think i know which one you're talking about Destiny In The Making, wasn't it
caTAEstrophe: yeah thats the one, me and chim started watching the drama on wednesday we're on
ep. 3 and it honestly has /such/ an intriguing plot and the characterisation is a 10/10 we should
definitely watch it
jiminilicious: ajkhajks tae delete the RECEIPTS before hobi sees this u dusty walmart version of a
toilet brush
caTAEstrophe: what, why?! 
agust d-amn u all: 'toilet' spelled backwards is 'teliot' which doesn't make any sense just like the
insult you just used jiminnie
jiminilicious: you really came for my capabilitity to insult someone in a stressful situation in my time
of need ugh this is so unprofessional
jangcookstr: @gay-hope
rAp MoNsTeR: @gay-hope
jinner: @gay-hope
jiminilicious: TWO FACED SNAKES YALL DON'T EVEN KNOW WHAT THIS IS ABOUT
I'M

[gay-hope is online]
jiminilicious:

**gay-hope:** what is happening why is everyone wait a minute PARK JIMIN U SAID U COULDN'T COME TO PRACTICE BC U HAD TO STUDY FOR A I QUOTE 'SUPER FUCKING DUPER IMPORTANT TEST' AND NOW I FIND OUT U WERE JUST WATCHING A DRAMA WITH TAE INSTEAD ALL ALONG U FAILED ABDUCTION

jiminilicious:

Gentlemen if you would excuse my humble self, I have to walk my jellyfish right about now, a really /thight/ schedule we have haha you know how that is anyways please contact me for any further information some other time with non murder related intentions, thank you

[rest]

[jiminilicious went offline]

caTAEstrophe: JIMINVBHFDJ
**gay-hope:** YAH PARK JIMIN COME BACK HERE U COWARD
**jiminilicious:** YOU'LL NEVER CATCH ME ALIVE
**gay-hope:** STOP BEING A DRAMATIC SHIT
**jiminilicious:** NEVER

[Private Chat: dramakween, SpritesBitch]

SpritesBitch: U DARE-
dramakween: I HAVE THE RIGHT TO REMAIN SILENT SpritesBitch: AGSSVJ WE ARE NOT ON THE CURT
dramakween: DONT CARE
SpritesBitch: ...was the drama at least worth it
dramakween: fuck yeah hyung it was REALLY good
also i promise to make it up with double practice next time
SpritesBitch: aww minmin theres no need. you already know the new choreo perfectly well besides you've been working the most lately, u deserve a break. I'm not actually mad, silly m just messing with u
dramakween: ok hyung thank U
SpritesBitch: 
dramakween: ...u thinking what im thinking
SpritesBitch: ....
dramakween: we should like totally start a diss battle in the gc
SpritesBitch: u read my mind jiminie
dramakween: oh this is gonna be fun
SpritesBitch: god ur evil.
i love it
dramakween: 

[Group Chat: park dat ass jimin appreciation squad]

jiminilicious: hello everybody, I'm Park Jimin, I'm 22 years old and this is my story of how i managed to escape the clutches of wrath and SURVIVED ALL ON MY OWN, betrayed by my own best friend, the following content contains trigger warnings and crackhead behaviour as well as heavy Angst, a good amount of Fluff and of course an unexpected plot twist so beware and read at your own risk
agust d-amn u all: are u high
caTAEstrophe: what did u take gimme some too
gay-hope: thats it park jimin is cancelled im searching for a new friend
jiminilicious: u cant replace me bitch
I'm Beauty I'm Grace im the only one able to do highkicks on the stage aint no body out there cooler then me
gay-hope: should i remind you of the chicken commercial u did a year ago it was like watching foodporn but on local television and virus free
think of all the children that were traumatized
jiminilicious: they'll live besides sooner or later they'll probably gonna hear their parents do the deed if they want siblings and leave me alOne it was sCRIPTED
gay-hope:
so cold, so heartless, so defensive, such an angry little ball of fury

jiminilicious: go to hell.
gay-hope: i'll see u there hoe
alone for the food commercial u'll get a one way ticket to hell, its a sin itself

jiminilicious:

I breathed,, THIS IS THE FINAL STRAW

rAp MoNsTeR: oohh here it comes u guys
jangcookstr: holy balls this is more exiting to watch then the worldcup
jiminilicious: square the fuck up hyung imma put these teakwando skills to use
jinner: i kinda find it endearing how he still uses honorofics in this kind of sentence
rAp MoNsTeR: jimin be like "I'm about to bite your ankles off hyung-nim uwu"
gay-hope: jiminie sweetie, who are you trying to beat up, u barely reach up to my nose
jiminilicious: WILL U STOP MAKING JOKES ABOUT MY HEIGHT ALREADY, THIS IS NOT THE TIME

gay-hope: what can i say, there's always the time to make height jokes coz u know
life is just like u. too short.
caTAEstrophe: would u like some aloe vera
coz u just got BURNED
jiminilicious: IM ABOUT TO CALL 9 1 fucking 1 ON UR ASS
also what about THIS u dusty clothing hanger
"waiting for the woman I love - this feeling isn't bad" Jung Hoseok with his whole ass chest
U REALLY SAID THAT WITH A CREEPY FAKE ASS SMILE
what 'woman you love' hyung you're like the gayest someone can be
jangcookstr:look at the hairstyles bdjsjs jeff dont laugh
rAp MonSter: sJFDhdkfhH WHERE IS THE UNSEE BUTTON
jinner: BITCHJSJSK
gay-hope: that shit was sponsored you rusty nail
agust d-amn u all:

this relationship is over, park jimin.
cataEstrophe: OH MY GOD JIMIN IM WHEEZING
jinner: DFDSSF WE DO NOT SPEAK OF THAT DAY IN THIS SACRED HOUSEHOLD U CUNT WE SWORE ON OUR DIGNITY
jiminilicious: lmao my dignity flew out the window with a sad yeehaw the moment someone uploaded that 'park jimin twerking compilation'
your argument is invalid
nothing can stop me now

gay-hope: I'm gonna find you. And I'm gonna kill you.
jiminilicious: are u sure you wont get struck by lightning after this hairstyle was revealed, the
moment u step a foot outside ur apartment?
you have angered the gods with this disrespect
especially medusa
watch out snake head, jung hoseok is coming for your titel
jangcookstr: OH MY GODZ STOP JIMIN U RELALY WENT THERE JSJSJSJ
rAp MoNsTeR: i just want to point out that medusa was in fact a monster, a gorgon to be exact, not a /god/
jangcookstr: ....
gay-hope: .....
jiminilicious: ......
agust d-amm u all: ..... 
rAp MoNsTeR: alright, okay I got it
don't point out things anymore
noted

jiminilicious: hoseooook hyung
gay-hope: yeas jiminnnn
jiminilicious: i luv u
gay-hope: awww i luv u too my lil mochi
[sends million digital flying kisses]
jiminilicious: [catches them all]
jinner: wow that was fast
caTAEstrophe: and they're back to their gross cute selves again
jangcookstr: bruh y'all are boring
the roasting was more entertaining
jiminilicious: shut up i love hobi to much to continue the roasting
gay-hope: same here minmin let hyung cuddle u later
jiminilicious: >:

jangcookstr: ....so like
about that movie and pizza at namjins-
caTAEstrophe: hEy i want pizza too
jiminilicious: mOve bitch im gAy i will get the pizza
jangcookstr: RACE YALL SLOW LOSERS
jiminilicious: WATCH ME LICK THE PIZZA SO U HOES WONT TOUCH IT
caTAEstrophe: WATCH ME LICK IT FIRST
jiminilicious: TRY ME BITCH
caTAEstrophe: GLADLY
jiminilicious: but wait its still slippery outside be carefull when u run
caTAEstrophe: uwu thanks mini u too and wear a warm jacket its chilly
jiminilicious: will do
rAp MoNsTeR:
jangcookstr: WILL U JUST FUCKING RUN ALREADY JESUS CHRIST
caTAEstrophe: ADHKFFS
jiminilicious: so /impatient/ no kisses for u today jeon
jangcookstr: W-WHAT BUT HYUNG
jiminilicious: dont 'hyung' me u brat
caTAEstrophe: lmfao WASTED guk
jangcookstr: shut up ur not better off
caTAEstrophe: says who
jangcookstr: mE
caTAEstrophe: (╯°□°）╯biteCH
jiminilicious: yall annoying mosquitos imma just stick to my yoongi today
jangcookstr: HEY
caTAEstrophe: HEY
agust d-amn u all: sucks to be you i guess
jangcookstr: i can hear the smugness through my phone screen
agust d-amn u all: i dont know what ur talking about

caTAEstrophe: sure you dont
jiminilicious: i wanna pick the movie
jangcookstr: oh nO U DONT
caTAEstrophe: jimin
didnt u pick last time. And the time before last time and the time before the time before last t
jiminilicious: IM GONNA PICK THE FUCKING MOVIE OR NO CUDDLES POINT BLANK PERIOD
caTAEstrophe: you know what I changed my mind you pick the movie you want babe

jiminilicious:
jangcookstr: Agree, whichever suits ur mood hyung i'll watch it anyways
caTAEstrophe: yeah u have a really good taste in movies i trust u mini

jiminilicious: oh *really*, yOu don't sAy
gay-hope: park jimin has men wrapped around his little finger confirmed

jinner:

im not getting paid enough for this
gay-hope: technically ur not getting paid at all
jinner: EXACTLY
now move your ass the pizza's getting cold
gay-hope: yoongi takes forever in the shower what can i dO

Chapter End Notes

  i hate editing on my phone ooomf my fingers r gonna fall off
  thank u for the kudos guys i rlly appreciated them all uwu
Chapter Summary

gay-hope: lmao im cackling in my bed rn this is why i said i was busy siKE asaljdjd
caTAEstrophe: i fucking feel like boo boo the fool
jiminilicious: unloyal and fake
every one of u
caTAEstrophhe: im so done
rAp MoNsTeR: listen my fingers are still shaking because i was praying to every single
god out there that my car AND vmin stay whole

Chapter Notes

whats poppin, fellas
phew, this came in a lot later then i actually intended but with the comeback, bbmas, bts
in general and my pc being a bitch i had little time to edit and shit so yeah bUT I have
the new chap here, looking fresh as a salad(u kno(ง ̀_́)ง)
, i hope u enjoy it and stay
healthy and happy

P.S: oh my fuck the album fucking got me like- is this even allowed aghjdka and Outro:
Tear is a lEgend also bts getting PAK left and right, like yees sweeties u doing amazing
im so proud

See the end of the chapter for more notes

[Group Chat: park dat ass jimin appreciation squad]

jangcookstr: guys i think I'm finally ready
rAp MoNsTeR: u are what now-

jinner: son what the fuck are you talking about
agust d-amn u all: i am nOt allowing you to have sex in our dorm
just so we're fucking clear
jangcookstr: im ready to work at mcdonalds for the rest of my life
jdksskks w ah t why WOULD I EVEN- HOW DID YOU EVEN CAME UP WITH THAT
CONCLUSION?! WJERE IS THE CONNECTION?? 1+1=11 ???
gay-hope: oh thank god, i thought
jangcookstr: do nOT tell me what u thOught please and thank u
jiminilicious: but fucking mood
my exams are killing me
caTAEstrophe: it feels like you were dragged through a field of pins and then thrown into a meat grinder whenever u finish studying
rAp MoNsTeR: thats....very explicit
jangcookstr: also im broke
like really fucking broke
i-cant-even-afford-to-be-broke kinda broke
jiminilicious: bitch thats your own fault stop throwing away your money for unnecessary things
jangcookstr:

excuse you u stumped mushroom
i dont buy unnesessary things
agust d-amn u all:

gay-hope:
jinner:

**BULLSHIT**

**BULLSHIT EVERYWHERE**

rAp MoNsTeR:

**BULLSHIT**

**BULLSHIT EVERYWHERE**

jiminilicious: bitch u sure about that
you brought a snowball maker the other day.
Its currently SPRING
caTAEstrophe: and what about the ironman iphone stand
and the waterproof keyboard
like?? you want to bath with the thing or sumn?
gay-hope: also the blue glide toaster standing in the kitchen
agust d-amn u all: again with the ugly colors ruining my aesthetics
jangcookstr: THATS NOT UNNECESSARY
also dont come at me ya'll buy unnecessary things too
like hoseok hyung
he bought this Make It Rain Cash Cannon for dance practice
gay-hope: well yes but im not broke like you
jangcookstr: is this jeongguk slander day or something
jiminilicious: wait lemme check the calender
no its next week gguk sorry
jangcookstr: fuck u
jiminilicious: maybe next time i'm busy studying also dont get ahead of yourself bun it'd be more like fuck YOU
jinner: asjdghfj missed me with that gay shit-
gay-hope: gguk u could start a crackhead youtube channel
jangcookstr: DO I LOOK LIKE-
cataestrophe: thats a pretty good idea actually
like i dunno you could-
yeah no im kinda uncreative tbh chim help me out
jiminilicious: you can climb a KFC restaurant, yell out 'gock gock ur son has no cock' and then jump.
me and tae can film u from the bottom,
then we upload it on youtube
do you know how many views we'll get, probably more then our dance tutorials together >:
maybe do a backflip or two while you're at it too
jinner: ...

rap monsTer: i dont usually jump to conclusions like that buT why. does it sounds like you had it all planned out beforehand
jiminilicious: listen im a college student we tend to get desperate at times
jinner: bitch im in college too but u dont see me doing saltos on kfc roofs and uploading it on yt
agust d-amn u all: could be bc u cant do saltos in the first place
jinner:
jiminilicious: oh crap my lecture is about to start and im not even halfway across campus sksjskks
caTAEstrophe: bitch me too!
jiminilicious: Is that u i see running
caTAEstrophe: u might, i'm the one one waving like crazy
jiminilicious: tae hhhhh stop u look like a malfunctioning Maneki-neko
caTAEstrophe: im being a good friend and he insults me what is this
jiminilicious: shut your dramatic ass im running towards u waiT UP WITH YOUR LONG ASS LEGS BITCH
caTAEstrophe: so u admit you're short
jiminilicious: sorry me dont speaking 65 story building language
caTAEstrophe: bitch dont do me like this
jiminilicious: me no comprendo puta
caTAEstrophe: you are: a little shit
gay-hope: we been knew lmao
jinner: why are ya'll always like this smh
rAp MoNsTeR: this is why we cant have nice things
jangcookstr: lmao yoongi hyungs lecture already started and he's not even halfway out of bed
agust d-amm u all: priorities
jinner: get your flat ass out of bed before i drag u out
jiminilicious: im currently being yelled at by my prof but i cant ignore such misleading and false statement
 yoongis ass is very much not flat you perforated salad bowl
jinner: im being called a salad bowl by the ungrateful brat i raised on my back
jiminilicious: u know i luv u hyung uwu
jinner: sigh why cant i ever stay mad
gay-hope: coz u adore us so much
jinner: bold of u to assume I was talking about all of you
caTAEstrophe: .. ouch ;-;

gay-hope: wowowowo okAY then
jangcookstr: im calling child protective sevices
jinner: just go to your lectures already
...
love u, idiots
and dont do something i wouldn't do
caTAEstrophe: wasnt planning on getting laid today
gay-hope: I don't do one night stands
jangcookstr: I ain't havin time to think bout fucking
eyyyy same train of thought hiGh five

gay-hope:

caTAEstrophe:

ejinner: FUCKING DISREPECT ME ONE MORE TIME
caTAEstrophe: ADGSFH
jangcookstr: ABORT ABORT
jinner: i swear im gonna poison your lunch the next time i cook for your ungrateful asses
gay-hope: we luv u too hyungie
jangcookstr: uwu
caTAEstrophe: uwu
jinner: MOVE YOUR ASSES TO CLASS RN
gay-hope: WE'RE GOING ASDkdkdFG
[Group Chat: Fifty Shad3s Of Gay]

tHeFlavOuR: so like i fell asleep in class and yugeom had the audacity to pile up things on my head
one of those things an open water bottle
then he yelled SHIT WHATS TROYE SIVAN DOING HERE
now im wet
really wet
ArtsyHoe: a pic of jimin in skinny jeans would've done the job too

isnt this some rich, high class bdsm outfit !??? this is not a regular outfit, this is a oûtfié
tHeFlavOuR: f-fuck i think i just busted a nut look at those thighs in those pants bitch in my opinion
they fucking deserve to be worshipped look at the muscles, the stretch

nutbusterUwU:

Looking For Where
I Asked For Your
Opinion


tHeFlavOuR: dgjsshdfs
can't even admire art in peace nowadays
A KNEE WAYS
i wanted to ask u losers for spare clothes but u know fucking what-
ArtsyHoe: i mean u can go ask siVan suNbaAniM for clothes too, we aint stoppin u
tHeFlavOuR: ....
i hate u
ArtsyHoe: the stage of denial is the first step to acceptance
tHeFlavOuR: that
doesnt make sense
ArtsyHoe: in your little coconut head maybe not but I'm an intellectual, I'm thinking BEYONG the
obvious, I'm already living in the FUTURE
tHeFlavOuR: bitch i thought we agreed to drop the coconut thing u thots
ArtsyHoe: lmao when was that
nutbusterUwU: never have a boothefull pic

and another

no wait u look adorable in that pic i take it back just look at you you're so fucking cute and pretty i cant so precious, with those big doe eyes and pouty lips and fluffy hair and squishy cheeks I just want to eat u up

tHeFlavOuR: AGFASFHG STOP HYUNG IM NOT CUTE

nutbusterUwU: whatever u say babe :)

anyways meet us in studio 4 in 10 I have my sports bag with change for dance in there

tHeFlavOuR: thank you hyung *

ArtsyHoe: jimin was the babe really necessary

nutbusterUwU: it was-
babe.
wink wonk

ArtsyHoe: my body is ready

tHeFlavOuR: DJJDJSJ imma screenshot this to yoongi hyung

ArtsyHoe: bITCH DONT U DARE-
[Group Chat: park dat ass jimin appreciation squad]

caTAEstrophe:

im in my dads car broom brroom

agust d-ann u all: hope u crash

caTAEstrophe: do i deserve to be treated like this? the answer is no, no i dont

rAp MoNsTeR: tae if anything happens to my car im disowning ur ass

jiminilicious:

for your information I was forced to take the picture alongside the caption 'loOk at min's cute small ass hands isn't this adorable' and rest assured I absolutely despise it.

and also a message from him i quote, don't worry hyung we have everything under control, quote

end

rAp MoNsTeR: this is kinda worrying me even more...

but also C U T E

gay-hope: same....like the BIGGEST uwu vibe...but also like fOCUSE ON THE ROAD

jiminilicious: no seriously everything is fine
see
we're still alive

agust d-amn u all: unfortunately
jiminilicious: bitch dont test me i'm still pressed that I wasnt allowed to drive but Tae cuz like.
im OLDER why tf is /his/ ass sitting in the drivers seat
gay-hope: tae didn't yeet himself out of his mothers womb last minute 2 days before he'd be a 96 liner just so u and him could be same aged 95z soulmates for u to disregard his act of kindness towards you because he probably doesn't want you to stress over all those half drunk assholes constantly cutting off the road with their rusty ford pintos
jiminilicious: DONT CHANGE THE SUBJECT
gay-hope: I litErally waSn't jdksdkdk-
caTAEstrophe: thank you hobi, at least one of us appreciates my act of selflessness and care that is coming from the bottom of my humble heart overflowing with love for those close to me
jiminilicious: dont u even dare think for a second that I didn't see u lowering the back of my seat down so i was practically lAyInG in the car and yours up or hear u snicker while I tried reaching for the radio but couldn't because the seatbelt wouldn't fUcking open for whatever fucking reason
caTAEstrophe: if I squinted hard enough it was almost like u were tied up and that just drove my vivid imagination wild I couldn't resisthdjsmsks
jiminilicious: HHHH U kinky bean pole son of a bitch
rAp MoNsTeR: jiminie and his age complex strikes again 'i aM OldEr I sHoulD driVe'
gay-hope: i mean being shorter but older must be tough [squints] at least Yoongi makes it up with his resting bitch face when needed
agust d-amn u all: i do nOT have a resting bitch face thAnk you and you dont even have a licence yet min
jiminilicious: so wHAT it doesn't take a genius to drive a car, just turn the keys stuck in the hole, push that dildo looking thing btw the seats back and forth, put ur foot on the gas pedals and know where left and right is so u can turn the wheel (with only one hand, the other hanging out the window all suave style and shit) uwu
rAp MoNsTeR: yeah and then your suave ass will crash into the nearest building or tree not even a minute into driving on the road thus destroying my car (which will lead to your disownment, all pay rent for my apartment for the next 2 years style and shit) uwu
caTAEstrophe: update: he's slinding down his seat and pouting hard
jinner: hold uP ARE U TEXTING WHILE DRIVING
caTAEstrophe: what nO
jiminilicious: no lmao dont worry hyung taehyung isn't that irresponsible
caTAEstrophe: *we
jiminilicious: *taehyung
caTAEstrophe: >=(
jiminilicious: anygays we just arrived at the mall and well fuck why am I not surprised we see no jin hyung

FML

cuTAEstrophe: afgsdhjksk i thought he said he'll wait outside where is he
jiminilicious: why did we agree to pick him up again
agust d-amn u all: because everyone else is busy duh
jinner: what do you mean buSy u literally drove by just to laugh like a maniac and show me the middle finger bc u are still being a petty bitch about that time i drove away from that party without u on accident
agust d-amn u all: stop spreading bullshit, i did not do that
jinner: ...

[Image attached]

agust d-amn u all: great photoshop app, which one do u use?
jinner: shjasd i cant believe you
jiminilicious: HYUNG WHERE THE FUCK ARE U
cuTAEstrophe: WE'RE SEARCHING FOR U EVERYWHERE
jinner: ashag sorry guys i kinda got distracted by this really nice jacket in this store around the corner and
jiminilicious: JUST TELL US WHERE U ARE HYUNG
jinner: ehm yeh thats actually a good question
cuTAEstrophe: I'm
jiminilicious:

Gay-hope: lmao im cackling in my bed rn this is why i said i was busy siKE asaljdjd

rug MoNsTeR: listen my fingers are still shaking because i was praying to every single god out
there that my car AND vmin stay whole

**jiminilicious:** but we lived and so did ur car joonie hyung so can u calm down now

**jinner:** OH i think i know were i am now!!!
im on the first floor
theres a H&M
uh a pandora store on the right
and a calvin klein store
also the only starbucks in the mal is here too..
if that helps??

**jiminilicious:** i-

**caTAEstrophe:** HYUNG THATS ON THE OTHER END OF THE BUILDING OPPOSITE FROM OUR ACTUAL MEETING SPOT

**jiminilicious:** HOW-

**jinner:** slkslfks the jacket was calling my name i couldnt help it

**jiminilicious:** Alright. Hyung, wait up we'll be there soon. Please, for the love of everything unholy and holy do NOT move anymore.

**caTAEstrophe:** lmao jimin is seething rn I can hear him mumbling 'deep breath in, deep breath out' ahshj

he just shouldered that bag with a lot more force then necessary y'all know it's serious when the back muscles are showing hhhh

**agust d-amn u all:** fuck driving away was the best desicion of my life thank god for my genius brain

**jinner:** how dare u say that IN MY FACE

**agust d-amn u all:** i actually did not because we are texting but go off I guess

**jinner:** U PETTY NON GREEN BROCCOLI HEAD

**jiminilicious:** im really fucking grateful that guk is sleeping and we didnt have to take him with us he'd be cranky and whining all the time from how much WE HAVE TO WALK BC OF A CERTAIN SOMEONE

**jinner:** okay okay im sorry i swear i didnt notice how far i walked away till it was too late

**jiminilicious:** till iT wAs tOo lAtE
its alright hyung we're already there anyways

**caTAEstrophe:** OH OH I CAN SEE YOU

**jinner:** yes taetae thats great i can see u too so maybe u could- like- stOp. trying to fling off your arm now

**caTAEstrophe:** this is the second time today
can ya'll stop dissing my waving
ITS COMPLETELY NORMAL WAVING
**gay-hope:** taehyungie dont listen to them
your waving when you're excited is adorable
caTAEstrophe: r-really?
agust d-amm u all: hoe did you just stutter through text
gay-hope: yep, taetae really

[Privat Chat: taesty, meow°^°]

taesty: uwu jimin my hEart did a thiNG
meow°^°: oh im sure your dick did a few things too bitch
taesty: caN YOU STOP-
meow°^°: 

No

[Group Chat: park dat ass jimin appreciation squad]

jiminilicious: thats what someone who's W H I P E D would say
gay-hope: shut your mouth mochi
jiminilicious: sure will

rAp MoNsTeR: i cant with ya'll
caTAEstrophe: alrighty we heading back to the car
jin hyung insisted on driving
lmao 'Jimin-ah if you dont get in the backseat right know i'll just leave your ass here, im not joking'
agdhgsh he's pouting again im wheezing
gay-hope: awww thats so cute
jiminilicious: fucking stop live updating everyone before i push you down the road
caTAEstrophe: i dont think you can quiet reach me from your seat at the back chimgdkhf sghkfcukco
agust d-amm u all: oh shit he dead?

rAp MoNsTeR: i was legit eating popcorn through the whole thing now
gay-hope: namjoon: remains unbothered

jangcookstr: ello im back from the dead what did i miss

jiminilicious: BITVH DELETE THIS

Chapter End Notes

jimin letting his inner hoe out and dancing to airplane pt.2 ITS A YES FROM ME-
kudos are appreciated uwu good night/day ya'll

the [Fifty Shad3s Of Gay] gc consists of Taehyung, Jimin and Jungkook
Chapter Summary

caTAEstrophe: what are you talking about you trashed his car with a golf club last night
oh jesus fuck wrong chat
GODDAMN AGAIN
gay-hope: dskksksks tae
jiminilicious: you did WHAT NOW
agust d-amn u all: fuck

Chapter Notes

whats poppin, fellas
so im back, no i’m not dead, yes my pc is perfectly fine i dont really have an excuse why
this is comin in so late shgakgdk
holidays r ending today and im ready to throw myself under a bus first thing tomorrow
in the morning, also im startin to get uncreative with the titels sigh but enough of me
complaining about life, here’s the new chapter, i hope u enjoy and stay healthy and
happy uwu ᖴ薪水・ω・)っ

See the end of the chapter for more notes

[Group Chat: Gather Up Hoes]

cTAEstrophe changed the Groupchat Name to Gather Up Hoes

cTAEstrophe: guys
going
NOW
fucking hell
are yall deaf or something
for fucks sake
I BURNED THE DORM DOWN
gay-hope: YOU WHAT
agust d-amn u all: are you fucking kidding me
rAp MoNsTeR: taehyung, no
jinner: if its actually true im gonna cut a bitch
cTAEstrophe: oh so now you r on
jinner: PLEASE SAY SIKE
cTAEstrophe: calm down, i didnt burn anything
something happened and since it would take too long to text every1 individually i chose the gc
rAp MoNsTer: alright...what happened?
caTAEstrophe: so
do u remember the issue we had with biggest asshole™, Seung Ho
gay-hope: the business law major?
caTAEstrophe: do we know any other seung ho.
gay-hope: ...
jangcookstr:

and what about him

jinner: lmao how could we forget our dearest friend
rAp MoNsTer: the one who 'confronted' jin after dance practice for wearing a pink sweater
caTAEstrophe: yes that seung ho
jangcookstr: "it makes u look gay dude no hard feelings hahahaha"
"I mean yes, you stereotyping swine, i AM gay but you do know colours tell jackshit whether
someone likes pussy or dick"
gay-hope: oh my gosh jin roasted him so hard that day he was tOAST by the end of the
conversation
jangcookstr: we love a confident gay
agust d-amn u all: why are you bringing up that disgusting badbug
caTAEstrophe: the asshole showed up in jims history class today
agust d-amn u all: what
caTAEstrophe: apparently he somehow switched classes for whatever reason.
he kept pestering him all day
followed jimin to the restroom on our break right before we were supposed to meet up
and started getting all touchy with him.
he had the motherfucking audacity to grope his butt, blocking the exit
when i started to get worried bc jimin wouldnt show up i went looking for him
i walk into the restroom and first thing i see is jimin sucker punching seung ho in the face, on the
verge of cryin
jangcookstr: what
caTAEstrophe: so ofc i run up to mini and take him the fuck out of there
we, or well i decided to just get him home and fuck the last lecture
he told me the whole story when we were cuddling in bed
the fucker wouldnt let him leave and fucking offered to pay chim to hook up with him to 'experiment'
if he likes dick
thank god nothing else happened
min's now asleep on my chest and thats honestly the only thing keeping me from going up to the
whores house and fucking him up real good
and that's what basically happened
try to not have too explicit thoughts regarding murder
we wouldn't want to end up in jail
guys u still there??
agust d-amn u all: i will fucking erase seung ho's ugly face from this existence
i'll fucking kill him
he fucking dares
i will break and pulverize every single bone in his filthy body
jangcookstr: hyung i still have that baseball bat from last year, leave some for me too
gay-hope: can i be the one to throw the remains into the ocean
rAp MoNsTeR: woah there, slow down
let's calm down first
think rational
i know everyone is beyond angry right now
including myself and jin
but we should take a moment to think what's best to do in a situation like this
agust d-amnu all: what's there to think
the fucker assaulted jimin and we should just calmly sit on our asses and do nothing?!
rAp MoNsTeR: i didn't say that, but do you really think getting arrested as an outcome is the best solution
jangcookstr: yes
caTAEstrophe: jeonggukgdhajgh
agust d-amn u all: who said anything about getting arrested
we'll just pay the good guy a quick visit
jangcookstr: educate him a lil bit on morals, self worth, do's and don'ts of a decent human being and
how to treat a fellow human being
especially human beings like park jimin
agust d-amn u all: maybe give him some advise for the future, you know, have a man on man talk
no harm done
jinner: no harm done
agust d-amn u all: i think we all agree that the shithead needs to be taught a lesson so that's what
we're gonna do i don't see the problem here
rAp MoNsTeR: guys you'll get in trouble
im like
99.9% sure
jangcookstr: geeze hyung relax
we r gonna restrain ourselves from damaging his face too much
caTAEstrophe: FU CJ ABORT MISSION ABORT JIMIN WOKE UP
jiminilicious: why is my phone blowi
what the fu
JSJSKAK NO ONE IS GOING TO BEAT UP ANYONE
DO U HEAR ME
MIN YOONGI AND JEON JUNGKOOK I MEAN U TWO SPECIFICALLY
DO NOT and i repeat DO NOT DO ANYTHING

gay-hope: JIMINIE MY SUNSHINE are you okay?? i swear i'll kill the fucker the next time i see him but are you alright

jiminilicious: hoseok hyung im okay and theres no need to kill anyone please dont hesitate to call.
do you want anything special for dinner today, Minnie? Maybe your favourite?

jinner: I'm so sorry this happened to you, sweetheart you dont deserve this, if you ever want to talk about it you know I'm always here for you, please don't hesitate to call.
do you want anything special for dinner today, Minnie? Maybe your favourite?
jiminilicious: i'm seriously fine, Jin hyung really but thank you, please dont worry about it hyung I am truly okay
And please dont make yourself the trouble of cooking anything speacial I mean it!!

rAp MoNsTeR: would u and tae like to come over

jiminilicious: yeah that'll be great hyung

jangcookstr: hold up what the hell????? What do u mean no beating up why the fuck not

agust d-amn u all: jimin what the fuck
he fucking harassed you i wont just let it go

jiminilicious: I said No.
gay-hope:

agust d-amn u all: why the fuck not

jiminilicious: BECAUSE the guy is not worth it its completely unnecessary
and i actually already told tae to NOT mention what happend today to u guys because i KNEW u would react this way
u would think my soUlmaTe would kEep his promise
but i guess someone wants to continue being a two faced bitch so why AM I SURPRISED

caTAEstrophe:

jinner: but jimin.
what that son of a bitch did today was absolutly inexcusabel
his behavior was disgusting, vulgar and bordering on serious harassment and you cannot just forget it and move on like nothing happened, minni.
what taehyung did was right
actually it should've been the first thing for you to do as well if u wouldnt have been asleep seung ho crossed the fucking line there and i wont tolerate his bullshit no more

to me: THATS WHAT IVE BEEN TRYING TO TELL HIM

to me: ...

but listen i already decked him in the face
isnt that enough

to me: no

to me: nope

to me: definitely not

\text{rAp MoNsTeR}: it isnt

to me: no punching, no kicking, no bashing in his head, no tripping, no slapping, no throwing objects
short, no physical contact \textit{at all}

to me: that's some boring ass conditions
u r no fun chim

to me: ENDING UP IN PRISON FOR CHARGED MURDER IS NOT FUN

to me: HGDADJKS JWE WOULDNT END UP IN PRISON CAN U CALM DOWN

to me: YES U WILL

\text{WATCH ME TELL U 'I TOLD U SO' IN THE VISITING HOURS IN A FEW MONTHS}

to me: oh so u DO expect us to throw a few punches

to me: HOE DONT TEST ME I WILL CUT UR BALLS OFF

to me: i still dont fucking get why u dont want us to teach him a proper lesson
like what the fuck
do you like
hell
i dunno
care for the guy or something???

to me: w

what

why in the f***ing world would i care about him
I? feel insulted?
agust d-amn u all: YEAH WELL I DON'T KNOW WHY WON'T U LET US BEAT HIM UP THEN HUH

jiminilicious:

are you stupid?
no seriously
like-
are you constipated?
BECAUSE I WORRY FOR YOUR IDIOTIC BAD DECISIONS MAKING ASSES
what if something happens to you
i would never forgive myself

agust d-amn u all: are you doubting my strenght park jimin
you think we cant take care of some weak bitch that thinks its okay to harass you without having to face consequences afterwards

jiminilicious: fhgkha no thats not it
why are you so stubborn oh m ygod
i just dont want you to get hurt

caTAEstrophe:

u sure they're the ones you should worry about?? i kinda pity the fucker, he aint prepared for whos comin after his ass
jiminilicious: okaY we get it gguk is fucking ripped i knOw like hotdamn fuk me up daddy and yoongi could murder with a single stare and its weirdly sexy yES I KNOW and for the record im STILL PISSED about the fight he got in that day but i dO feel sorry for kicking him in the groin just bc i was worried yOU SEE WHAT HAPPENS WHEN U MAKE ME WORRY so my decision still stands NO fighting or i will castrate u i dont want to see a single scratch on ur faces u hEAR ME
jangookstr: and what if a cat hypothetically scratches me that could very much happen cats tend to get aggressive with me for no reason
gay-hope: well jimin has a pretty good reason to get aggressive with all the height jokes u make
jinner: i see what u did there
jangookstr: i dont think they like me in general
jiminilicious: then i guess u will stay the fuck away from cats this week jeon jeongguk or im gonna disconnect ur balls from ur body
caTAEstrophe: mayhaps he snapped

[Privat Chat: brat.jpg, daeguMF]

brat.jpg: yoongi hyung
daeguMF: yeah gguk
brat.jpg: we're still going to fuck his shit up right
daeguMF: 'course we will, what do u think.
no one gets away with hurting jimin
not on my fucking watch
brat.jpg: u got it

[Group Chat: Gather Up Hoes]

jiminilicious:

i didnt see seung ho in college at all today..
should i be concerned
did u guys have something to so with it
FUCKINV SPIT IT OUT COWARDS WHAT DID U DO
agust d-amm all: yeah we've dealt with him already don't worry
jiminilicious: alrighty then (⊙_⊙*)
(Ø_Ø)...'dont worry' yeah i can do that
you were civil, werEn't you
right?!

agust d-amn u all: right, we were the civilest one can be
jangookstr: phahahaha
but minnie does it really matter now? you dont need to worry about the dickface anymore, and that's the importent thing
why asking unnecesary questions

[Privat Chat: brat.jpg, daeguMF]
daeguMF: jeongguk
brat.jpg: yea
daeguMF: stop fckng talking before chim activates his lie sensors and calls out on the bullshit we're spitting
brat.jpg: ahgdjk I'm not tHAT obvious
daeguMF: i hate to burst your bubble Jennifer but u are
brat.jpg:

[Group Chat: Gather Up Hoes]

jiminilicious: i swear on my Chrysanthemum morifoliums if the police shows up at my door i will snap
agust d-amn u all: park jimin I assure you we were civil who do you take us for, we'd never go back on our words
jiminilicious:

sounds like a blatant lie out of a bad written wattpad fic tho i don't wanna assume anything be im a nice person but-

cATAEstrophe: what are you talking about you trashed his car with a golf club last night
oh jesus fuck wrong chat
GODDAMN AGAIN

gay-hope: jdjskkdk taE U FUCKED UP
jiminilicious: you did WHAT NOW
agust d-amm u all: fuck
minie its not as bad as it sounds i swear
jiminilicious: not as bad-
NOT AS BAD
GOLF CLUBS MIN YOONGI
AND U TOO JEON JEONGGUk
FUCKING REALLY NOW

rAp MoNsTeR:

[yesterday, 16:47]

agust d-amm u all: who said anything about getting arrested
we'll just pay the good guy a quick visit
jangcookstr: educate him a lil bit on do's and don'ts of a decent human being and how to treat a fellow human being
especially human beings like park jimin
agust d-amm u all: maybe give him some advise for the future, you know, have a man on man talk
no harm done

so that was a fucking lie
jinner: sjdksksk baby dont add TNT to the explosion
jiminilicious: i'll give u a few days to say the farewells to ur dicks, maybe jerk of for the last time and then oFF THEY FUCKING GO
jangcookstr:
but i cant lose jeongguk jr.

**agust d-amn u all:** jiminie lets take a moment and calm down n think rationally haha not jump to rash decisions like that

**jiminilicious:** were u thinking rationally when making his car garbage truck ready

**catAEstrophe:** fdhfgsk garbage truck ready I'm-

**jangcookstr:** he deSERVED IT and we didnt damage his damn car THAT much

**jiminilicious:** ugh i cant fucking believe u joonie hyung say something too!!

**rAp MoNsTeR:** i was the one to offer yoongs my old high school bat also I don't see the problem here, they didn't go against any of your conditions. No physical contact with seung ho just like you said. Logical.

**jiminilicious:** SHUT UP YOU ARE SUPPOSED TO BE ON MY SIDE NOT FLEX WITH YOUR DAMN LOGIC

**rAp MoNsTeR:** I'm with the guys on this one. he abso-fucking-lutely deserved all of it especially because he dared to make u cry

**gay-hope:** we're gonna ignore the fact that joon played baseball in high school bUT YES NAMJOON TELL HIM

**jiminilicious:**

u stubborn idiots would've done it anyway no matter what I say wouldnt you..

**jangcookstr:** yes

**agust d-amn u all:** absolutly

**rAp MoNsTeR:** yeah they would

**gay-hope:** mhm

**jinner:** totally

**catAEstrophe:** yep

**jiminilicious:** you are are impossible.

**agust d-amn u all:** whats new

**gay-hope:** uhu

**rAp MoNsTeR:** correct
caTAEstrophe: thats right
jinner: [acts surprised]
jangcookstr: all for u wink wonk
jiminilicious: I will stab ur wink wonking eyes out
but okay this is actually making me really soft
u know i just worry for u right
i dont want something to happen to u
jangcookstr: we know mini but trust me when i say we can take care of ourselves those arms r not
just for show
we wouldnt do anything too dangerous
jinner: says the guy who trashed a douchebags car with golf clubs last night
jangcookstr: i am TRYING to lighten the atmosphere
jinner: try harder
jangcookstr: jshjhDLs
jiminilicious: no guys i guess i kinda overreacted there a lil bit
i just didnt want to burden u with my shit
rAp MoNsTeR: that was not burdening us, we're always ready to kill anyone who hurts any of us
jiminilicious: oh wow this is making me feel so sOft i love u all so much
thank u for doing this its uhm a hEartWaRmiNg gesture
and i guess..
..the asshole did deserve it all right
jangcookstr: does that mean we're forgiven!?
jiminilicious: HAHAAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAH
no.
jangcookstr: W HA T
whysjaskbk
jiminilicious: u think its that easy??
oh no~ thats not how it works
since u lied and i'm still sparing ur dicks and balls u gotta make it up to me
i suggest u do everything i say for two whole days
jangcookstr: but-
jiminilicious: E V E R Y T H I N G
T W O D A Y S
agust d-amn u all: ugh i suppose we deserve it gguk
jiminilicious: YAAAAAYYY o(` · ∀ · ´)o
well if thats so...
GGUK I WANT A PIGGY BACK RIDE TO NAMJINS PLEASE
jangcookstr: right now!?!?!
jiminilicious: d-did i stutter??
jangcookstr: actually u did just now for whatever reason
jiminilicious: jeon jeongguk i demand my piggy back this instant
jangcookstr: okay okay im on my way your hiGhNess
caTAEstrophe: he's giggling on the couch
but i have a feeling its his evil giggle
rAp MoNsTeR: you
can tell apart his giggles??
caTAEstrophe: ofc theres a happy giggle, a sad giggle, an embarrassed giggle, a shy giggle, an evil
giggle, a mischievious giggle, etc. stands all in the soulmate prescription
jinner: this is soulmate culture
jiminilicious: awww tae u r my most soulmatest soulmate in the world ily
caTAEstrophe: uwu ily too
gay-hope: D I S G U S T A N G
jiminilicious: shut up we're adorable as fuck y'all can't even spell cute
NOW WHERE THE FUCK IS MY PIGGY BACK CHAUFFEUR ARE U SUPPOSED TO BE THAT SLOW
jangcookstr: IM RUNNING AS FADT AS I CAN OKAY
jiminilicious: bitch run faster
but be carefull i dont want u to get hurt uwu
rAp MoNsTeR: he-

jiminilicious:

a bitch is living the extra live and that bitch is me
gay-hope: lmao jimin issit the park near campus ur at
jiminilicious: yep i made him carry me around for half an hour and im not getting off anytime soon
he says, 'you're lucky u r as light as a feather or else i would've collapsed already'
what a strong man uwu
caTAEstrophe: jimin stop thirsting over guks muscles challenge: failed
jiminilicious: but have u seen his arms?? like hotdamn
but his personality is still the most attractive thing uwu
and his bunny face
sghfkj he's just so cute n preciousjdjakj
gay-hope: and here we have park jimin in his natural habitat ladys and gentlemen
being piggy backed by a guy who's whipped for him while he's letting his gayness go wild
jiminilicious: shshshs shut uP
jangcookstr: so we just saw an ice cream stand and i offered to buy him some
he made me buy the ice cream while he was still on my back the look the lady behind the stand
a bitch is suffering and that bitch is me
catastrophe: jdhjls u brought this on yourself deal with the consequences
jangcookstr: i'll just wait till its yoongis turn to serve the prince
jiminilicious: excuse you im a king get your facts straight susan
jangcookstr: of course, my deepest apologies how could i even imply-
jinner: straight and jungkook dont go together in one sentence
jangcookstr: it's time to stop hyung-

[Group Chat: Gather Up Hoes]

jiminilicious: this is day two, second update bitches
u dont understand how much im enjoying this

gay-hope: ghsdgfh is that yoongi lmao
jangcookstr: ha now i just sit back and watch
jiminilicious: ah ah ah nice try kookie, i want a milkshake, buy me some?
pleeeeeeaseee
jangcookstr: this is slander
jiminilicious:

jangcookstr: ....
which flavor
jiminilicious: YEEES MWAAHAAH BOW DOWN TO THE MIGHTY U JOBLESS PEANUT
DO U FEEL YOUR PATHETIC WILLPOWER SLOWLY FADE INTO THE ENDLESS
ABYSS OF DARKNESS
i want marshmallow strawberry uwu°°

rAp MoNsTeR:

the fuck just happenend
caTAEstrophe: Jimin still acting surprised when he asks for something and all the men he has
whipped scramble to do it right away is slowly getting oLd teA
u could just ask kook any day to buy u a whole ass milkshake bar and he'd do it bc he's THAT
whipped
jangcookstr: buT tEll mE wHerE hE aSkeD

jiminilicious: oh really??
gay-hope: fjdhdhrh he's still asking i'm-
rAp MoNsTeR: tbh i dont know who's more whipped, jeon or min
or bOth
jinner: where are u heading off to minni
jiminilicious: we r gonna go shopping ^_^
gay-hope: i mean kook likes shopping but wow min yoongi willingly going shopping this is
hilarious
agust d-amn u all: there had been no wiLlingly
jiminilicious: yep me n gguk managed to convince him to come with us after all hehe
and some time later we're meeting up with tae bc he has art class rn
and u guys?
agust d-amn u all: mAnAgeD tO cOnviNce mE mE or bOt
jinner: well i have a classy date today bitches
gay-hope: lemmme guess
namjoonie hyung (i mean who else sjhkaghkh)
**jinner**: ding ding ding u guessed right
joonie already made a reservation at this one nice ass restaurant, im exciTED ugh I love my men organized and prepared

**rAp MoNsTeR**: i know, i'm awesome am i not

**jangcookstr**: i wonder whats gonna happen afterwards

![Image of a person eating]

**jinner**: im gonna throw a container of holy water at you the next time we meet you nEED CHEEZES

**jiminilicious**: okAY THANK U FOR YOUR INPUT KOOK NOW SHUT YO ASS UP
and what about u hobi

**gay-hope**: tbh i dont really have any plans for today sigh im booored

**jiminilicious**: THEN U GOTTA COME WITH US!!!

**gay-hope**: oooffb but im so lazzz

**jiminilicious**: nooooooooo its been 84 years since we've last hung outttt

**gay-hope**: jiminie we just saw each other yesterday

**jiminilicious**: your point?

**gay-hope**: gdhksg okay okay lemme just change real quick

---

Chapter End Notes

**jimin, nowadays**: [breathes]

**jungkook**: JWMIN-SSI !!!!!!!!!!!!!
We Cute Or Whatever

Chapter Summary

gay-hope: what would myung say if he finds out you were gUshing about other cats like this
you unloyal hoe
jiminilicious: sjhsjhg my myungie isnt one to get jealous he wouldnt mind at all hmph
caTAEstrophe: he bit my fingers cause i was trying to hug you while you were petting him

Chapter Notes

whats poppin, fellas
heres chapter 8 after 3523 years but i kinda forgot to save the whole thing right before my pc crashed down so i was like 'bitch r u kidding me rn' but i got it done after all phew
enjoy and stay healthy and happy ^o(^•^)o^

See the end of the chapter for more notes

[Private Chat: taesty, meow°^°]

taesty: so and then she said
she said 'well, sweety u can shove your gucci biased opinion up ur arsehole and get lost coz prada is clEarLy is climbing up that social ladder and ur shitty gucci bag cant do anythin bout thAt
meow°^°: no fucking way, she didnt
taesty: she diD
and i go 'listen here sweaty, according to my calculations' and at this point i pull out them receipts with the little graphs and statistics
i go 'according to my calculations gucci has a much stronger brand presence then prada and the most innovative social media strategy so u can come at me all u want but gucci remains an unbothered kween'
and i put on my shades, do a hair flip and i march out the shop, gucci bag and all
meow°^°:
oh the tea is essentionally good today

taesty: life is hard having to educate people on daily basis sigh

meow°°°: very true

taesty: but on another note i think i'll be heading home now, don't really feel like walking around the mall anymore
d'you want me to bring u something from the store cuz imma have to buy toilet paper

meow°°°: uuhh i dont thinks so, i went groceries shopping this morning

but lemme check real quick just to be sure

taesty: do that mini

its been two minutes jimin what's taking so lo

meow°°°: PEACHES GUMMY CANDY
I RAN OUT OF PEACHES GUMMY CANDY
i NEVER run out of peaches gummy candy oh my god
TAE U GOTTA BUY THEM
I WONT SURVIVE WITHOUT MY DAILY DOSE OF PEACHES GUMMY CANDY

taesty: ugh those things agAIN
i dont understand how u can eat them they're disgusting
i thought i threw them all away

meow°°°: U WHAT

meow°°°: awwww thats so considered of you tae

meow°°°: they still taste like soiled milk mixed with spice tho

meow°°°: listen up u deflated balloon

my peaches gummy candy is fucking delicious and dont even try to drag me, mister 'im sure nutella on salami wont taste so bad and cheese with watermelons is actually a great combo'

meow°°°: IT WAS ONE TIME
AND I WAS DRUNK

meow°°°: excuses

meow°°°: hOW is that an excuse

meow°°°: i dont know and francelly i dont really care just buy me my candy and get ur ass back as soon as possible

meow°°°: oh i sure did

meow°°°: this is starting to take a wrong turn very quickly spare me the steamy details
meow°^°: adsgjd
No its just yoUr brain being a pervert once again
taesty: suuure
also awwww do u miss me that much already
meow°^°: Yes, Taehyung. Of course, that is the reason
taesty: u only want me for the candy, dont you
meow°^°:

taesty: fuck you
meow°^°: flattery will get u nowhere
.taesty: AGHADG DO U WANT THE DAMN CANDY OR NOT
meow°^°: JUST KIDDING JUST KIDDING

[Private Chat: ThisIsPatrick, taestosterone]

taestosterone: BITCH
JEON GET ON I KNOW UR ASS IS READING THIS
ThisIsPatrick: the fuk u want
taestosterone: did u throw away the bag
ThisIsPatrick: ?? whomst
what bag
taestosterone: from yesterday when i forced u to help me find jimins secret provision of this
disgusting peaches gummy candy and dispose it
ThisIsPatrick: oohh thaaat bag
uuuh no i dont think so its still in your room
i wrote 'jimins peach gummy shit' on it so u wont mistaken it for something else
thank me later
taestosterone: U IDIOT

[Private Chat: taesty, meow°^°]

meow°^°: tae do u know where my silver necklace is??
taesty: which one
meow°^°: the one joonie bought me for my bday last year
with the cherry blossom pendant
taesty: eh no mini sorry have no idea
meow°^°: oh well then im just gonna check in your room again
maybe i forgot it in there

**taesty**: oh yeah sure look on my nightstand firs

wait

**NO**

CHIM WAIT DONT GO INSIDE MY ROOM

**meow°^°**: what...?

**taesty**: DONT

DONT GO

I DIDNT CLEAN MY ROOM

IN AGES!!!

SINCE LAST SUMMER

**meow°^°**: 

first of all

i was in your room just yesterday and it wasn't messy

or well it wasn't messier then usually

and second of all since when do u care about cleanliness

**taesty**: since i could possibly die from inhaling too much dust

**meow°^°**: no...u cant....??

**taesty**: ehm yes i can

**meow°^°**: but NOT FROM ROOM DUST

**taesty**: jimin dont be ignorant it doesn't matter what dust it is you think this is a game this is serious

**meow°^°**: 

meow°^°: listen i wont even ask if u smoked somthing u shouldnt but do me a favour

buy me my candy and get home

preferably without attracting the attention of the police coz i aint bailing your ass out of jail

**taesty**: IM NOT HIGH

**meow°^°**: could've fooled me

**taesty**: okay im gonna buy u ur candy but dont go inside my room its REALLY unpleasent in there jimin?
[Private Chat: ThisIsPatrick, taestosterone]

taestosterone: i want chrysanthemums on my grave and the yodeling walmart kid lyrics engraved on my tombstone
the least you could do is fulfill my last fervent wishes since its your fault im in this aggravating situation
if you refuse to implement my request, be aware that i WILL come back as a ghost and hunt the fuck out of your stupid ass
ThisIsPatrick: the fuck-?

[Private Chat: taesty, meow°^°]

meow°^°: Guess who's camping outside tonight.
taesty: I CAN EXPLAIN
i-is that my bagpack in your ha
DONT TOUCH THE GUCCI BELTS

[Private Chat: toll**, smoll*]

toll**: minie why was taehyung knocking at my front door just know with the force of a bulldozer, announcing that he's spending the night here, carrying 6 gucci belts in his hands and interrupting my reading session
smoll*: i have no idea, namjoon hyung.
toll**: 

smoll*: okay i may have a slight idea but its entirely his fault
toll**: do i want to know
smoll*: depends
toll**: ...
you know what
just collect that overgrown child tomorrow, alright chim
smoll*: ay ay, capt'n
toll**:.

[Private Chat: taesty, meow°^°]

taesty: so am i allowed to step a foot inside our dorm or will u throw another belt at me
meow°^°: Yes.
taesty: yes??
yes as in 'yes taehyungie, baby you can come back' or 'yes i’ll throw another belt, fucking try me'
jimin??
JIMin
NOT AGAIN
STOP IGNORING ME
i hate life

[Private Chat: ThisIsPatrick, taestosterone]

taestosterone: i made it back alive and so far no belts flying in my directions
just, you know, informing you
to sooth your worries
ThisIsPatrick: i wasnt worried
taestosterone: ...
you cOULdve at lEasT preTendeD yoU bitcH this was your fault in the firts place
ThisIsPatrick: technically u forced me to do it, threatening to expose my old high school selfies so
im kinda a victim here
thats also the reason why jmin huynng isnt mad at ME
taestosterone: he isnt MAD at ME either
ThisIsPatrick:
cherry: so u werent directly involved?
kookoo: ofc i would never willingly do such a thing, jimin hyung
cherry: that lying little SHIT
im gonna woop his ass when he comes back just you wait
how dare that unfaithful hoe

taestosterone: you know what i learned from this today
if an apocalypse ever breaks out DO NOT join a survival team with jeon jungkook in it
he'll be the first one to offer you as a sacrifice to the zombies
ThisIsPatrick: well mate, lifes unfair like that

taestosterone: you damn ass kisser-
ThisIsPatrick: what can i say
no one wants parkJimins wrath directed at ones self
taestosterone:

ThisIsPatrick: thats right, every argument is invalid
taestosterone: ugh whatever
i guess i'll have to make it up to mini after all coz he's STILL sulking and he wont even bREATHE in my direction
wasn't throwing the gucci belt at me enough punishment (╥﹏╥)

ThisIsPatrick: taetae u know how he is (apart from cute huehue) he'll pout a bit and then forget he was ever ignoring u in the next second

taestosterone: its been an hour

ThisIsPatrick: maybe the book he's reading is that captivating

taestosterone: why do i even try with you sigh

ThisIsPatrick: HEY im trying to help

taestosterone: u are doing a pretty shitty job then bitch

ThisIsPatrick: now you're insulting me too

taestosterone: lord give me strength

ThisIsPatrick: oh just jeongguk is fine

taestosterone: dfhskfhskhf

[Private Chat: jinnie, minnie]

jinnie: hey jiminie how's dance practice going?

minnie:
hyung please get me out of here

jinnie: agdjag why what happened

minnie: they wont stop singing 'my neck, my back' and they actually harmonize i haTE THEm

jinnie: I WHEEZED-
thank god i dont have to deal with these children today phew
wellp chimchim, netflix and my bed are waiting for me
im sure you'll spend some spLENDI quality time with tae and guck for the rest of the day
and dont murder anyone!! Have a good day jimmerling

minnie: i hope u choke and die

jinnie: now thats just violent behavior i thought we talked about your anger management lessons
already

minnie: DIE

[Group Chat: Gather Up Hoes]

jiminilicious:

heeeLLLOW bitchES
rAp MoNsTeR: im already scared
jinner: hah feeling's mutual
jiminilicious: ghasdgk exCUSE
i breathed
agust d-amm u all: you mean you yelled
gay-hope:
jiminilicious: shut uP
anyways
are ya'll free tomorrow??
...
I ASKED YOU A QUESTION WHERE ARE YOUR MANNERS
jangcookstr: yES
gay-hope: me too
agust d-amn u all: i think so
cataestrophe: yeah im free chim
jinner: count me in
jiminilicious: GREAT (◕▿◕)✿
rap monsters: well actually
jiminilicious: i said gREAT. (O__O(*)
rap monsters: ...im being interrupted in my own house hold
jiminilicious: it's good that u havent planned anything yet coz ME has already planned something AWESOME
rap monsters: once again, i DID actually
jiminilicious: and since i ALREADY PLANNED this AWESOME thing its even better that no one's busy
rap monsters:

jinner: what do u have in mind mini
jiminilicious: you see
just yesterday i was walking downtown, minding my own businness, looking for new skinny jeans
jangcookstr: did your previous pair finally rip because of all that ass
i mean its understandable i was expecting that sooner or later
agust d-amn u all: i know right, his fucking ass is getting plumper and firmer every damn month
jiminilicious: i will honest to god smack you with a brick
you too, min yoongi
agust d-amn u all:

---

gay-hope: i know jimins ass is amazing but we're getting off topic
jiminilicious: can u leave me and my ass alone for a seConDE i didnt finish tAlKiNG yet plEase and thAnk yOu
jangcookstr: okay okay im sorry
you can continue now
jiminilicious: oH wHY thAnk you miSTer jeon for giving me pErmisSion tO 'conTinuE' talking
gosh how benEvOLenT of yoU
jangcookstr: akdha hyung i didnt mean it like tha
jiminilicious: shut your ass up brat
anyways x2
i stroll down the street, scrolling on twitter and suddenly
i feel this invicble force drawing me towards the opposite street
and i turn my head and i see the holy light shining down on this building, angels are singing in the background, i could feel the positive energy sweeping through
jinner: why is everything so dramatic with you jimin
jiminilicious: A NEW CAT CAFE
its a new cat cafe with the most adorable kitties i've ever seen in my LIFE
after myungie of course
cATAEstrophe: KITTIES YOU SAID
gay-hope: oh my gosh really?!? we gotta visit it as soon as possible o(*≥≤)*o
jiminilicious: thats why i was asking if you guys are free
they're having this grand opening tomorrow and we HAVE to be there
they will be having some kind of special service and we cANNOT MISS IT
caTAEstrophe: oh im definitly coming with you mini i love cat cafes
agust d-amn u all: wouldnt hurt visiting some of my ancestors
jinner: yoongi ohmygodhdjah
but i agree i'll never let a chance of petting a cute cat pass
jangcookstr: me too hyung!! im coming!! im coming too!!
gay-hope: stop sexting guck you're like ten
jangcookstr: ASDHSJD whERE DID I-
jiminilicious: namjoonie hyung?
rAp MoNsTeR: siiigh
jiminilicious:
rAp MoNsTeR: you know i'd come anyways chim stop pouting
jiminilicious: YAY
im tellig you the cats are the cutest things.
so fluffy n soft
they kept pawing at the glass window when i walked past it was fucking adorable
caTAEstrophe: sdfsafj now you have me all exited i wanna see the kitties too!!
jiminilicious: you will taetae when we visit them tomorrow
jinner: when is the cafe opening jimin
jiminilicious: around 1pm i think
we cauld take the train or squeeze ourselves in joonie hyungs car
rAp MoNsTeR: yeah no let's definitely take the train so acCidEnTs like last time won't happen again
agust d-amn u all: ...it was seok's fault period
gay-hope: jdjsksk bitCH lemme move my bangs so i can read that again
jinner: this is worse then planning a trip with a kindergarten group sigh
say we meet up at sopekook's at 12 and then we decide from there when we'll head out, alright
jangcookstr: yes hyung
agust d-amn u all: fine with me
gay-hope: yep
caTAEstrophe: alrighty
jiminilicious: and joonie hyung
rAp MoNsTeR: yes min
jiminilicious: for the sake of society wear something casual okay hyung, its a cat cafe you dont have to worry about the president marching in yeah?
rAp MoNsTeR: what are you trying to imply park jimin
jiminilicious: nothlNG just,,wear something comfortable okay, you gotta be able to snuggle the cats after all
rAp MoNsTeR: yes yes chim i'll wear chill clothes
jiminilicious: i cant WAIT to cuddle them
gay-hope: what would myung say if he finds out you were gUshing about other cats like this
you unloyal hoe

**jiminilicious**: sjhsjhg my myungie isn't one to get jealous he wouldn't mind at all hmph

**caTAEstrophe**: he bit my fingers cause i was trying to hug you while you were petting him

**jiminilicious**: you just startled him, he's a good boy he would never do such things on purpose

**caTAEstrophe**: HE KEEPS PUSHING MY PHONE OFF THE TABLE WHENEVER WE'RE IN THE SAME ROOM. HE LOOKS ME DEAD IN THE EYES AND PUSHES IT OFF

**gay-hope**: i'mo myungie is a whole sassy savage

**rAp MoNsTeR**: he picked it up from his owner, bet

**jiminilicious**: i've never witnessed such a thing tho

**caTAEstrophe**: because that sneaky little shit only does it when you're not present!!

**jiminilicious**: well you did step on his tail the first time you met

**caTAEstrophe**: do you all see this shit

he's choosing a cat over his soulmate

ONCE AGAIN

**rAp MoNsTeR**: this is the first an animal is disliking kim taehyung, a revolution is near

**jangcookstr**: ehm i agree with tae, that cat is EVIL

he starts hissing at me whenever i try to backhug jimin like do you FUCKING MIND

**jiminilicious**: okay maybe he's a little possessive, i admit, but isn't that just the cutest thing😊

....did i just hear you bang your head against the wall, tae

**jangcookstr**: why's it whenever I get possessive it's always get off my dick gguk and stop being childish

**jiminilicious**: BECAUSE GETTING JEALOUS OVER THE H&M EMPLOYEE SAYING THE SWEATER I CONTEMPLATED BUYING LOOKED CUTE ON ME IS CHILDISH THE POOR SOUL PROBABLY JUST WANTED TO SUGAR ME UP SO I'D END UP BUYING IT AND HE COULD AFFORD HIS WEEKLY CUP OF INSTANT NOODLES, NOT TO HIT ON ME

**rAp MoNsTeR**: jeongguk, sweety, no...

**jinner**: bitch are you seriously getting jealous over a CAT

**agust d-amn u all**: cant say i relate to u losers, myungie loves me

we're like

spiritually connected and shit

**gay-hope**: translation: both are whipped for jimin

**jinner**: next thing we know jeongguk n tae will be having a hissing match with myung over jimin's attention

**caTAEstrophe**: uuuuuuuuuuu

**rAp MoNsTeR**: plEase don't tell me you already had one--
"Hyung."
"Yes, Jiminie."
"When I told you to wear casual clothes, it wasn't a secret code word for 'looking like I just came back from a drug deal with the Russian mafia', you do know that, right."
"..."
"..."
"Will a day ever go by without anyone dising my fashion style..."
"Not with your wardrobe hyung, no."
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V @vantaekim 🍼
i dont trust this cat, it needs jesus to cleans its soul from the Evil™

marshmallow @peachypjm 🍼
bitch get out my tl with ur toxicness, myungie is an angel

suga @aagustD 🍼
cute indeed

marshmallow @peachypjm 🍼
feel free to tell me on twt @elysiumpjm (⁺ω⁺) ᵃ
whad up fellas,
It's been uuh a while since I've updated here. I don't wanna go into details, just that the past few months before august had been kinda shitty, I was really stressed out, so I wasn't exactly in the mood to write something, not to mention that this fic is pretty much based of off humor, so m sorry. But now I'm back and as to not hold u off any longer enjoy this new chapter and stay healthy and happy
p.s: STREAM IDOL FOR CLEAR SKIN N GOOD GRADES ARMCHAIRS

See the end of the chapter for more notes

[Group Chat: Gather Up Hoes]

rAp MoNsTeR: GUYS
i just got the details for the upcoming competition mailed
gay-hope: jhshjsg fucking finally who even uses mail nowadays
jinner: me??
jangcookstr: oLD PEOPLE THATS WHO
jinner: ehm come agAIN
jangcookstr: hhhhhhh UNREAD

gay-hope: FOCUS BITCHES we have a serious matter at hands
jiminilicious: hyung will the busan unit attend too
rAp MoNsTeR: well according to the email six music and dance departments will attend in total
busan, seoul, incheon, gwangju and daejeon
agust d-amn u all: daejeon?
gay-hope: wow didnt expect that
caTAEstrophe: weren't they disqualified two years ago for cheating
jinner: they were lmao bitches really thought they had something going n got busted in 10 minutes
jangcookstr: sksjdksk what fucking losers
jinner: [alexa play dramatic music]
Like it or not, but this somehow nostalgically reminded me of the time 5 years ago. a dark one. for everyone.
Alone by looking back at our hair styles i could hack out a lung
jangcookstr: "DaMn it fEels goOd to bE a gAnGsta" *pulls out water gun*
agust d-amn u all: my EYES MY EYESJDJDKS
jangcookstr: UGH we were such bAddies,,look at us wearing them black clothes and the cheap fake gilded chains and... what in the FUCK is that on thy opening and cavity in the lower part of the human face, surrounded by the lips, through which food is taken in and vocal sounds are emitted, hoseok hyung.
caTAEstrophe: JUST SAY MOUTH AND FUCKING GO YOU EXTRA SHIT
rAp MoNsTeR: get that horreundos abomination out of my sight u thothat
jiminilicious: i think we looked cute ( •з•)/
gay-hope: i second that >:(
agust d-amn u all: asjhjsjdg what is your definition of c u t e we look like wannabe baby dick drug dealers who actually still live with their parents and have a curfew of 9pm
jinner:

rAp MoNsTeR: ....why does every conversation in this damn household end up looking like a scripted dialogue between a crack addict and his bald druggie friend hUH

[rAp MoNsTeR went offline]

caTAEstrophe: nO WAIT COME BACK
jangcookstr: jaaack- come baaaack
agust d-amn u all: if i were jack i'd be fucking rUnning for my life at this point
caTAEstrophe: but didnt he drown tho??
jiminilicious: nO ONE CARES ZIP YOUR COCKSUCKING MOUTHS SHUT AND LET JOON HYUNG SPEAK
caTAEstrophe: ....s-sorry, hyung
jiminilicious:
why are u calling me hyung so much lately u imbecile is this part of a sacrificing ritual and if so then fuck you you aint getting anywhere near my one piece collection after my death the demon u struck a deal with can pack his bags and gO
cATAestrophe: oh my god JiMin how did you figure me out it was my plan ALL ALONG
dAMMIT
jinner:

i raised fucking idiots someone remove my parentship

[rAp MoNsTeR is online]

rAp MoNsTeR: i feel the braincells slowly dying
but y'all r getting messier with each passing second so imma just gay up say it
gay-hope: asdfghj 'gaY up' what an intellectual
rAp MoNsTeR: SO, first of all
we are the last one to perform
agust d-amn u all: are u serious m

gay-hope: WHY THE FU CK DO THEY MAKE US PERFORM AT THE END EVERY FUCKING TIME
jinner: this is homophOBIC yall
cATAestrophe: this is gods punishment for that time on valentines day, when we pretended to be some hetero guy's boyfriends in front of his girlfriend and then passed him a 5 dollar bill saying 'dammit u won the bet'
jinner: ajshsja u still remember that
gay-hope: admit it, the look on her face was priceless
agust d-amm u all: she was more offended that she was only worth 5 dollars than that he supposedly 'cheated'
jiminilicious: we definitely failed the 'stop being a pressed gay challenge' that day
rAp MoNsTeR:

a knee ways
i know we dont like being last but! this time its actually beneficial for us because we have more
songs to perform combined
the audience is gonna be bored after all these groups finish
we'll set that stage on fire, leave an impact and all that shit, take the grand exit
jangcookstr: WE'RE GONNA STEAL THE SHOW WOOP 😁
rAp MoNsTeR: well, yes if u wanna put it like that
the whole thing starts at 7 pm, our turn is at 8:30
we'll have time to run some last rehearsals before that and grab something to eat (ALL of us grabbing
something to eat)
jiminilicious: hhh stop indirecting me hyung you know im not doing any killer diets anymore
agust d-amm u all: I sure fucking hope you don’t.
Not after i threatend to tie you up in my studio and force feed you if you'd skip another dinner
caTAEstrophe: wow there lets keep this pg13 there are little children presENT
jangcookstr: SHUT YOUR MOUTH DIPSHIT I AINT A KID
caTAEstrophe: funny how you immediately think I'm talking about you when I didn't drop any
names yet darling
BAMBOOZLED AGAIN
jangcookstr: yOU dID THAT ON PURPOSE
jiminilicious: anything else joon
rAp MoNsTeR: eehhh right right lemme check the email again
oh this is gonna be good news–
guys this year they finally allowed 'Special Stages' to take place outside the actual competition again
the stages (max. 2 per group) could be collabs with people from your unit/trivial units, from other
departments, solo stages, flash mobs, covers etc. and won't be judged and included in the end results
it's purely for entertainment purposes
gay-hope: NO WAY
jinner: i was honestly this close to believing they'd never do it again since the bribery scandal
caTAEstrophe: i was praying they lift the ban i love special stages
agust d-amm u all: and even work together with people from other units?! thats a new one
gay-hope: i was waiting to do a collab with junhong in forEVER this is some great ass news
jiminilicious: wait i was feeding myungie whadid i miss
oh
OH
Oh wow thats so cool didn't expect such news

jinner: so since seok's doing the first one is anybody else planning on doing it : )
i need to know so i can fill in the applications
....

anyone

agust d-amn u all: naah im good we've made enough tracks with joon already and I still need to
finish a few things for my mixtape

cataEstrophe: but jiminie will surely sign up for a special stage am i right or am i right

jiminilicious: actually...i wasn't planning on participating this year

catAEstrophe: wHAT .
NANI?? WHY?? WHY NOT?? IM COMING OVER TO INTERROGATE YOU AND
MYUNG

jiminilicious: ok first of all never pull that weaboo nani shit on me and my son ever again and
second I dunno I'm just not really in the mood for it tbh
i was mainly focusing on our own songs, still am, so i'll have no time to plan out a possible special
stage

jangcookstr: You.. You don't actually have a son, right..? Or do yoU??!!!! guys what son is he
talking about

[Private Chat: jinnie, minnie]

jinnie:

Horton hears a fucking liaaar

minnie: AGSHJSG SHUT UP ITS NOT LIKE THAT

[Group Chat: Gather Up Hoes]

gay-hope: awww man thats such a shame

jangcookstr: and here i was getting excited...your special stages are always so awesome

jiminilicious:
stoooop flatteringgg meee gguk I know ur mischievous ass knows I blush at such things u ain't slick bun
cATAEstrophe: 'bun' over here was even readying himself to finally grow a pair and ask [redacted] to do a ss with him nkjashb zihp3wfo p6r 8ckj
agust d-amn u all: wow he really used redacted with his whole chest like we dont know who he's talking about
jinner: what a subtle gEniUs
rAp MoNsTeR: those keysmashes look worrying
cATAEstrophe: whatever he was about to say was absolute bullshit, dont listen to him he's currently getting all that crack out of his system -jungkook
rAp MoNsTeR: are you @ vmins rn gguk??
jiminilicious: nah tae's with gguk actually, they met up to play overstatch or something??
cATAEstrophe: OVERWATCH, CHERRY
IT'S CALLED O V E R W A T C H -jk
jiminilicious: whatEVER hmph
jinner: great, so ur basically doing nothing
gay-hope: are we gonna ignore jeongguk calling jimin a cherry as a pet name-
cATAEstrophe: i just told you we're playing overw
jinner: PERFECT I need you two to do some things for me it's techno stuff I'll be needing some helping hands
jangcookstr: cant someone else do it
jinner: nope I chose u, it's rlly nothing major I promise
cATAEstrophe: but hyuuuuuuung cant those things wait
jinner: yeah sure they can
cATAEstrophe: omg really ❤
jinner: but i can't now get up horres
cATAEstrophe:
jangcookstr: top ten anime betrayals -tae
caTAEstrophe: ugh fine
jangcookstr: jeon junior jeongguk gimme my damn phone back
caTAEstrophe: hhhh THEN GET OUT THE BATHROOM AND GIVE ME MY PHONE BACK
jangcookstr: YOU FIRST
caTAEstrophe: FINE
jangcookstr: FINE
gay-hope: can you both just give each other the phones back it confuses me who is who
jangcookstr: calm thyself hyung
jinner: watch me beat their asses if they wont show up in 10 minutes
caTAEstrophe: LOOK WHAT YOU DID NOW WE MADE HIM MAD
jangcookstr: THIS IS YOUR FAULT WE'RE GONNA BE LATE
caTAEstrophe: SUDDENLY I CANT READ
gay-hope: WHO IS WHO
agust d-amn u all: i just woke up and i already want to fucking die
rAp MoNsTeR: language
agust d-amn u all: i just arised from my petite slumber and i crave immediate departure from life.
rAp MoNsTeR: that is NOT what i-
jangcookstr: JEONGGUUK
caTAEstrophe: TAEHYUNG
agust d-amn u all: DEATH
jiminilicious: FRUIT SALAD
caTAEstrophe: what
jangcookstr: what
jiminilicious: oh i just thought we were stating the things we want right now
just wanted to get my point across that im hungry and my tummy is growling at me, what a meanie
agust d-amn u all: khhgg,ysysga
jinner: yoongi u okay there
gay-hope: jiminnie let hyung come over with some food for your cute tummy then
jiminilicious: u talking to me-? Did u just say coming over with delicious food or are my eyes deceiving me-
gay-hope: hhhh is there another jimin in this gc-
jiminilicious: yes I mean no now come over with the damn goods hyung im fucking starving I swear to god
gay-hope: u talk about your tummy growling at u, then in the next second u'r putting a sailor to shame with that cussing but don't worry I'm omw bub I won't let u starve :<

jangcookstr: wait a minute.......>_>
cATAEstrophe: asdfghjkl dont say it
jangcookstr: what exactly did u mean 'stating the things we want' <_<
cATAEstrophe: shut yo ass up
jinner: tick tock i'll chop your dicks off if i wont see you running through the entrance door in 2 mins
jangcookstr: fucgh

[Privat Chat: nams, yoongmoong]

yoongmoong: h
h-he
H-he called his tummy a meanie
for
[takes deep breath]
growling at him
CAN HE LEAAVE MY HEART ALONE FOR A DAMN FUCKING SECOND WHEN WILL HE LET ME BREATHE HE'S SO CUTE AND FLUFFY AND I WANT TO TUCK HIM IN MY BLANKET AND CUDDLE HIM FOR EVER AND GIVE HIM FOREHEAD KISSES AND BLOW RASPBERRYS ON HIS TUMMY AND HOLD HIS CUTE LITTLE HAND AND CHERISH HIM AND HE IS THE MOST PRECIOUS BEIGN ON THIS CORRUPTED PLANET I WANT TO PROTECT BUT ALSO YOU KNOW FUCC BC DID U SEE THAT ASS A WHOLE MF CREATION OF THE GODS I WANT HIM TO CHOKE ME WITH HIS THICKJ THIGHS AND BITE THOSE FULL GOLSSY LIPS BUT ALSO BOOP HIS NOSE BUT ALSO EAT HIS ASS

nams : ....i am disgUsted
i am revOlted.
i dedicate my entire life to our lord and saviour jesus christ and this is the things i get
yoongmoong: STFU BAMBOO TREE I SAW YOUR PORN STASH WHO EVEN HAS A DADDY KINK NOWADAYS HOw mainstream can one be ugh
nams : literally hOW is that mAINSTREAM also WHO THE FUCK ALLOWED U TO LOOK THROUGH IT
ALSO the amount of typos in your text is hurting me physically, mentally and spiritually deleTE
yoongmoong: YES THERE ARE SHITTY TYPOS THANKS FOR STATIC THE OBVIOUS WHILEST IM HAVING A MENTAL BREAKDOWN, SHERLOCK
nams : you are very welcome, watson
yoongmoong: HDJSKA I AINT DELETING SHIT
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jungkook @gcfjjk 🌈
ugh park jimin park ur ass on my face

marshmallow @peachypjm 🌈
want me to park my foot on your face, too hun

J_hope @hopeworld 🌈
hE SNAPPED

[Private Chat: jinnie, minnie]

jinnie: hello my mendacious child how are you on this beautiful day

minnie: its raining outside and did u just call me mEndaCiOus who even says that nowadays

jinnie: it is indeed raining but you have a whole kim seokjin shining brighter then the whole stellar sky living on this earth also I'm still saying thAT

minnie:
jinnie: so when are you planning on telling them you've been preparing a Special Stage with lee taemin since february

minnie: was redest du da ich versteh leider kein Englisch, digga

jinnie: HHHH STOP DOING THAT WHENEVER YOU'RE PANICKING YOU COWARD SPEAK ENGLISH

minnie: bold of you to assume I know English but i have to dissapoint idk an English AND I DO WHAT I WANT

jinnie: no but seriously why dont u just tell them min

minnie: i tOLD you, hyung

coz its a surpRISE

you're not sUPPOSED to tell anyone if u r planning a surprise

jinnie: still cant believe you're actually covering gucci by jessi hhhh i watched the dance practice and dAmn minnie, do you want the audience dead or something

minnie: sdhff it wAS TAEMINS IDEA

jinnie: yeah yeah always blaming others smh

watch them gays and heteros die from blue balls

minnie: DKDDLKJS STOP NO ONES GETTING BLUE BALLS

jinnie: i beg to differ

the choreo is

well

lets say,, kinda
dARING

minnie: it iS NOT

just

some grinding here and there,,,a few hip trusts and ssstuff

jinnie: sOMe gRinDing
you're meeting up with taemin soon, right

minnie: yeah we wanted to run over the whole choreo again but its pretty hard making up excuses for our constant meet ups without being suspicious hhhh especially if i show up drenched in sweat afterwards

jinnie: the thing with being caught up in traffic was pretty good tho want me to cover up for u this time, chim

minnie: hyungie ur an absolute angel thank youuuus

jinnie: yeah yeah i know im awesome ur welcome minnie

minnie: anyways we're pretty much done with the lineup just need to do some last refinements (*\(^{\wedge}\)*)

jinnie: im glad minnie!

i'm so exited for your performance i bet you're gonna sweep everyone off their feet

minnie: hhhh tbh im kinda nervous i was a lil unsure about the whole choreo in general since the beginning its so different from what i usually do hyung

jinnie: well from what i saw when i accidentally barged in on u practicing in secret *cough*

minnie: hhh hyuNG stop bringing it up it was fckin embarassing ksjdks

jinnie: frOM what i saw before u started panicking and pushing me out the room like a maniac while stuttering nonsense

minnie: HYUNG

jinnie: it looked awesome,, you and taemin never fail to amaze me with your dancing skills theres nothin to wOrry about the most important thing anyways is that u two had fun which i assume u did

minnie:

ähnliches Foto

jinnie: see?
you can ace any choreo anyways

minnie: hhhhh now im blushing like an idiot ahhh i rlly needed that confidence boost i'm now officially ready to bring my inner slut out while performing thaNK U HYUNG

jinnie: ahsjjsh the whoRE jumped out

minnie: i thank u and this is what i get-

jinnie: do u think yoongi'll have a nose bleed should i prepare tissues

minnie:
jinnie: watch gguk faint 10 seconds into the performance
minnie: KDKSKD I HOPE THE FUCK NOT HE GON WATCH EVERY BIT OF IT
jinnie:

thats kinda sadistic minnie
minnie:

get the kinks out of my pure untainted territory
jinnie: hhhh what pure untainted territory
not after all those visits to the club hoeney
minnie:
well i gotta put these twerking skills somewhere to good use this ass and hips aint just for show

jinnie: shakira is shakng in her boots

---

[Private Chat: outhoedurfavs, richthiccgetsomedicc]

richthiccgetsomedicc: TAEMINNIE
outhoedurfavs: JIMINNIE
richthiccgetsomedicc: are we still meeting up today uwu
outhoedurfavs: ofc bishhh
unless something happened....

OMG DID SOMETHING HAPPEN

richthiccgetsomedicc: taemin.
outhoedurfavs: WHAT HAPPENED WHO DO I NEED TO BEAT UP
richthiccgetsomedicc: taEMIN
OUTHEDURFAVS: well mentally beat up since you know im not really built like a MMA wrestler
BUT WHOEVER DID WHATEVER THEY DID TO YOU IMMA FIGHT THEM SQUARE THE FUCK UP AGAINST PERFECTION CLAD IN GUCCI YOU HORRE
richthiccgetsomedicc: TAEMIN
OUTHEDURFAVS: IMMA PUNCH THEIR BALL SACK OFF
richthiccgetsomedicc: oh my fucking-
u dumbAsS

outhoedurfavs: excuse me what

richthiccgetsonedice: NOTHING happenED hhh why are you always so ready to fight everyone

ahshsja

outhoedurfavs: i am NOT

richthiccgetsonedice: i just assumed maybe you wouldnt be able to make it coz of your hectic

schedule or something afgshgafsd

outhoedurfavs: nooo are u kiddin i took off extra three days earlier so we can practice in peace, i

aint cancelling anything today bitsh

richthiccgetsonedice: hhhh oki im so damn exited for this eyyyyy (‘з’)/

outhoedurfavs: same here eyyyyy (❖’ω’❖)/*:•’ ♡

richthiccgetsonedice: bitch now that thats cleared we gotta move to the important topic

THE OUTFITS

outhoedurfavs: oh shit you're right we havent discussed those yet

richthiccgetsonedice: d'you have mayhaps any ideas in mind already taem

outhoedurfavs: mhhh mayhaps i have a few

richthiccgetsonedice: spill

outhoedurfavs: rmnbr my trip to NY

richthiccgetsonedice: yeah u mentioned it a few times

like

around 5 times

per minute

for the past 4 weeks

outhoedurfavs: yeah okAy alright i get it-

richthiccgetsonedice: everyday

everywhere

basically nonstop

outhoedurfavs:
richthiccgetsomedicc: gsadsaksd why would u use yourself as a meme the narcissist is coming out more and more

outhoedurfavs: did you know that jongin got a plug stuck in his ass once so he had to go to the e.r.

richthiccgetsomedicc: i

he w-what

outhoedurfavs: oh yeah just wanted to let u know

richthiccgetsomedicc: are u trying to distract me

outhoedurfavs: ...

yes.

is it working

richthiccgetsomedicc: asdfghklhk nO its not you pathetic hooman

outhoedurfavs:

---

erichthiccgetsomedicc: do you feel the Dissapointment radiating off of me in waves at the usage of an old as fuck meme

OUTHEDURFAVS: a knee ways

ignoring your rOod ieterruption

when i was in NY i was out shopping at this huge mall i forgot the name of

richthiccgetsomedicc: tYpical sigh

OUTHEDURFAVS: hhh shutt up

so im at this mall and im just walking around without a single(like mE fake laughs) plan where to actually go

there was this one cute american called Alex i bumped into him and dropped my organic crackers
richthiccgetsomedicc: [me eating my second bag of spicy chips for today] oH nO i hOPE u gOt tO eAt yoUr orGaNiC cRacKeRs aFTer aLL
outhoedurfavs: I TOLD U TO STOP EATING SO MUCH JUNK FOOD OR AT LEAST DO IT WHEN IM AROUND SO I CAN EAT IT TOO

richthiccgetsomedicc:

outhoedurfavs: anyways so then he goes insisting to buy me dinner+coffee AND another pack of organic crackers i was starting to think he bumped into me on purpose just so he can take my lonely ass out to eat and tbfh i was fLATTERED ya boy also got his number that day and a nice dicking down the neXt day for a CHAnge
richthiccgetsomedicc: eyyyyy im happy for u bitch at least oNE of us is getting some my sex lifes been dryer then the sahara lately
outhoedurfavs: is it because you're ready to castrate anyone who dares to touch your ass in clubs excluding the exception named min yoongi
richthiccgetsomedicc: hhh lISTEn he has privileges did u SEE the guys hands he holds his phone up with his thumb and indEx finger
outhoedurfavs: is it the time for ur hand kink to shine once again
richthiccgetsomedicc: THOSE VEINS ARE SEXY AS FUCK OKay but wait so u guys fucked but what about your loverboy?? so u goin around cheating on minho with white dudes named aleX now hhh u unfaithful manwHORe
outhoedurfavs: miNho still hasnt asked me out on ONE (1) single date and ive been flirting with him since 2014 what can i do if hes a dense blunt piece of a broken crayon a man haS HIS NEEDS OKAY
richthiccgetsomedicc: okay point taken, cant hold the needs part against u but maybe hes too shy to ask u out the poor guy nearly broke his leg after falling down the stairs because u put your arm around his waist from behind and sTartlEd him maybe you, lee taemin, need to STOP being a coward and Ask Him Out Yourself

outhoedurfavs:
richthiccgetsomedicc: ...
you. are the brattiest person i know, taem
outhoedurfavs: A wHole jeoN jeoNgguK exiSts
richthiccgetsomedicc: second most brattiest person i know
outhoedurfavs: cant believe i outbrattied jeongguk, brat is like his middle name shame on mE
richthiccgetsomedicc: yeah yeah what a tradegy so what happened next he took u out to eat u got his number, im assuming then he left
outhoedurfavs: right right so we ate at this restaurant and he bought me my ORGANIC and very HEALTHY crackers, gave me his number n told me to call him sometime
so im like 'i scored myself a nice dinner with a cute boy plus his number AND free organic crackers i am FEELIN myself today might as well buy some new clothes'
richthiccgetsomedicc: i dont really see the connection btw these four aspects but i have the same mindset so taS RIGHT BITCH TREAT YOURSELF
outhoedurfavs: i tried a few things on, visited like 40 shops and ended up buying one item per store
hhhh i was exhAustED afterwards BUT
worth it
so worth it
richthiccgetsomedicc: pics or it didnt happen
outhoedurfavs: hhhh what didnt happen,,,me going shopping-
richthiccgetsomedicc: juST SEND ONE OF UR STUPID BASIC BITCH BATHROOM SELFIES
i KNOW u took one dONT even try to deny it
outhoedurfavs:
so how do i look

richthicgetsemidicc: 000/
the hottest piece of ass out there
if minho won't take u out after this then the bitch is either blind, plain dumb or both i swear to god
outhoedurfav: hhhhhhh stop it youuuu
but now u gotta show me what you've got planned
richthicgetsemidicc: well i kinda need ur fashion high class opinion on this one
(except when you wore those ugly ass gucci slippers that wasn't fashion high class that was just insulting the fashion industry hhh)
outhoedurfav: im gonna pretend i didnt read that last part coz i've currently fallen into proffesional mode
i need more details minnie, gimme pics to work with here
richthicgetsemidicc: alright lets DO this
so after standing infront of my wardrobe for 1 hour straight i limited it to three outfits that could potentionally make it into the final result
i'm gonna send them to u and u have to give me your honest opinion babe
outhoedurfavs: i. am. READY. bring it on!!!

richthiccgetsonedicc: alright numero uno

whaddya think

outhoedurfavs:

ey are really cute babes i especially like the pastel colors (im LIVING for the green sweater) since they bring out your cute eyes so much but they wont bring out ur ass tho

richthiccgetsonedicc: hhh yeah you're right something more tight fitting then?

outhoedurfavs: mhm and go for something a little bit darker we wanna bring out your 'im sexy and i fucking know it' but at the same time the 'dont mess with me bitches' kinda vibes after all

richthiccgetsonedicc: got it

FINISHED

how bout that \(^{3}\)/
outhoedurfavs: that's more like it
richthiccgetesomedicc: but ignore the top tho i just randomly took the photo at home when tae was out with yoongi so I think imma change it
outhoedurfavs: now add some fishnets and accessoires to the combo and u finna snatch everyones and their mothers wig
richthiccgetesomedicc: ok lemme search for the fishnets real quick so i just found a black jumper which i forgot i even owned i tried it on and biTCH i think i have the end results
outhoedurfavs: [patiently waits for ur slow ass to send me a pic]
richthiccgetesomedicc:

[Image]

welp
outhoedurfavs: bitch...
richthiccgetesomedicc: y-yes
outhoedurfavs: THIS IS PERFECT
richthiccgetesomedicc: [exhales a tornado]
outhoedurfavs: ajdhgsaj dont be so fucking dramatic and who did ur nails hhh give me their number i gotta make an appointment
richthiccgetesomedicc: oh wOW its SO nice that you give me like nO credit aT all maybe I was the one who painted them hUH
outhoedurfavs: well, were you the one?
richthiccgetesomedicc: .

...no.
outhoedurfavs: shadghgsgdhjn then whY IN THE FucK-
richthiccgetesomedicc: it was tae who painted them anyways u aint gonna need no appointment for that
outhoedurfavs: hhhh why is he so good at this
richthiccgetesomedicc: dunno, painters hand maybe since he's an art major
outhoedurfavs:
isn't it called artistic hand or something

richthiccgetemedicc:

outhiedurfavs: HSHJSJ BLINK ONCE IF U WANT ME TO SMACK YOUR SHRIVELLED DICK WHEN I GET MY HANDS ON YOU

richthiccgetemedicc: jokes on you i'd probably like it

outhiedurfavs: HHHH WHO'S USING MEMES OF THEMSELVES NOW YOU DAMN MASOCHIST

marshmallow 🦁
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**Taemin @taemlee**
(给自己)

**marshmallow @peachypjm**
(给自己)

**Bae @khyun**
the amount of Lanny faces are making me uncomfortable just so you know

**marshmallow @peachypjm**
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**Taemin @taemlee**
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*here is the choreography of Gucci by Jessi that I'm talking about, check it out its fire!!*
Important: wind forwards to 3:20 and imagine its taemin and jimin dancing, you're welcome(° شيء)°

Chapter End Notes

Pics are not mine, so credit to the photographer/owners
IDOL snatched every wig in EXISTENCE, it's making HISTORY ugh the legend jumped out

new chapter will be up soon uwu
Merry Crisis

Chapter Notes

the world: *is already three months into the new year*
me: CHRISTMAS SPECIAL~

oh god it's been so long since I've updated hhhh I'm sorry i swear I'm not abandoning this fic or anything it's just I actually wanted to post this on New Year's but something came up and so many things kept piling up and then something came up AGAIN so this is super belated but uhm pwease accept it as it as I really wanted to include a Christmas chapter so😊
Hope u guys enjoy and stay healthy and happy I purple y'all

See the end of the chapter for more notes

[Group Chat: Gather Up Hoes]

gay-hope: did u know that the average human body contains enough bones to form a skeleton
agust d-amn u all: omg
a scientific breakthrough... should I call the nearest research institute?
jiminlicious: and water is wet, yes thank you for your life changing contribution...
rAp MoNsTeR: is this the nervousness speaking
gay-hope: m-mayhaps.
rAp MoNsTeR: what are you nervous for, seok :(
gay-hope: Okay like im about to have a midnight breakdown so I'm just gonna rant a bit- like okay i know I'm the one who choreographed the dances and basically have no right to complain or something but i was going over the dances in my head the whole night and,,,now I'm kinda thinking aren't they a little bit I ion know TOO much
agust d-amn u all: hobi... what's this all about
gay-hope: yeah nO like I know we practiced really hard and all but I just I guess I'm kinda having seconds thoughts about some things and certain moves and some pointers are really difficult
cuz like I'm worried we won't get each step down to perfection before the competition I'm worried I won't perfect my skills in time...
And since I'm responsible for most of the choreos I'd feel like it's my fault and I just want us to do our best n I don't want to dissapoint you :

jangcookstr: Oh please hyung everything's gonna be fine.
the choreography is exactly what we needed;;;
new, flashy, powerful n strong moves, captivating
It's perfect. you did an amazing job with it. We're all the luckiest bitches for having your talented ass as our friend
rAp MoNsTeR: 100% Agree
agust d-amn u all: ^^

rAp MoNsTeR: and don't worry about the timing, we will have enough time to get everything done. I know we do

jangcookstr: We got that win in the bag already

rAp MoNsTeR: hhh why do u always have to be so cockY

jinner: it's 2am guys what the fuck are you doing not sLEEping we have to wake up at ass crack of dawn u jobless idiots

jangcookstr: I cant sleep I had to pee like 4 times already and my hamster keeps making these loud obnoxious noises inside his cage

rAp MoNsTeR: gguk...you don't have a hamster

jangcookstr: YES I DO
His name is lorence and we're very happy

jinner: just admit you're also nervous

jangcookstr: BUT I AM NOT
Jeon Jeongguk is never nervous

jinner: What did I say about talking in third person--

jangcookstr: Who's exited for Christmaaaaas~

jinner: I SAID GOT TO SLEEP

jangcookstr: sleep is for the WEAK

jinner: nO ITS FOR NORMAL FUNCTIONING HUMAN BEINGS

jangcookstr: wELL WHY ARENT YOU SLEEPING THEN

jinner: BECAUSE...

jangcookstr: YES beCaUse wHat

jinner: because BECAUSE.

caTAEstrophe: okay but like thIS bitch is exited for Christmas

gay-hope: SAME HERE

I love Christmas and New year's eve so much
white snow, beautiful sparkly lights hanging on the streets, everyone's doing last minute shopping sprees, it's so calm and festive all around...the warm atmosphere, candles, cookies and presents...

jiminilicious: Champagne ❤️

rAp MoNsTeR: hsjsjsjsj paRK JIMIN

jiminilicious: wH AT

agust d-amn u all: it's been raining all week guess we'll be enjoying christmas with liquid snow this year

caTAEstrophe: I've decided that we all have to change our usernames for new year's eve bc the old ones are getting old

agust d-amn u all: love it when people include me in decisions that involve myself

caTAEstrophe: there was absolutely no need for sarcasm >_<

rAp MoNsTeR: but truth be told I've been thinking about changing my clapped user name as well new year new me n all that u know
also bc the spongebob meme font is getting on on my nerves

agust d-amn u all: what's wrong with rAp MoNsTeR it's basically you clowing your old stage name that's an amazing name the deep poetic and cultural message behind it is astonishing@@

rAp MoNsTeR: now you're trying to clown me but let me tell you it's nOT working and that last part of your sentence dIDNT MAKE FCKING SENSE

jiminilicious: i'm sorry to interrupt you're heated argument with an off topic question
rAp MoNsTeR: no you're not min
jiminilicious: (ur right im not) but I wonder what Santa's gonna get me this year
jinner: pretty sure u got sorted into the naughty list jimin alongside with our yearly candidates jungkook and taehyung so like :/
gay-hope: means no presents from santa for our jiminie
jiminilicious: wym I was the epitome of innocence this year
agust d-amn u all: Lying is bad min 😊
jangcookstr: Your booty shorts with suspenders beg to differ
agust d-amn u all: and the low cut shirts
jiminilicious: aND WGAT ABOUT TGEM TAE HAS THEM AS WELL I WAS PURE AND INNOCENT, PERIOD
rAp MoNsTeR: y'all are confusing me are we talking about christmas or new year's eve
gay-hope: Christmas
jangcookstr: new year
jinner: Christmas
jiminilicious: Both
caTAstrophe: uhm
that was
rAp MoNsTeR: not helpful you idiots
jinner: wait guys since we're already on that topic I remembered what I wanted to ask earlier just to make sure AGAIN. so we won't have any misunderstandings later We're celebrating christmas n new years at joon's and my apartment right
gay-hope: yup
jinner: N everyone's staying in seoul for sure?
jangcookstr: That is Correct
agust d-amn u all: everyone
jinner: Okay good bc I need to know how much food I should prepare for y'all brats
jiminilicious: Wait hyung me n tae were thinking of bringing a few homemade dishes as well can we do that
jinner: Oh yeah that's fine min the more food the better
jiminilicious: okidoki
caTAstrophe: are we still doing a sleep over for Christmas?
jangcookstr: Are we are we are we are we are we
caTAstrophe: PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE PLEASEEEEEEEEE
rAp MoNsTeR: I mean I see no reasons why we shouldn't I think it'll be fun n cosy
caTAstrophe: yeah and come on who would want to waddle home in the cold, dark night after being bundled up in blankets with hot chocolate, cookies n ur best friends around u we can't ruin such beautiful atmosphere by parting ways we gotta stick together
jangcookstr: Like glue
agust d-amn u all:
caTAstrophe: We're OBLIGATED to sleep over n make a cuddle pile and if we won't we will go against nature!!!!!
and I will strike!!!
jangcookstr: PLEASEEEEEEEEEEEE SAY YES
[bunny eyes]
caTAstrophe: [puppy eyes]
jinner: sigh okay fine if u want it so bad we can do it
jangcookstr: YAAAAAAAAAY
jiminilicious: EYYYYYYYYY
caTAEstrophe: WOOOOOOOH
jinner: children
    absolute children
everyone's okay with staying the night right?
gay-hope: I'm in of course
agust d-amn u all: none of us have work the next day we have holidays so it's all good and I
    wouldn't say no to some late night cuddling
jinner: then it's settled
So to sum this up on Christmas Eve u can show up whenever u want but beware that y'all need to be
there by 6pm at MAX. bc i will be putting the chicken in the oven at 5
gay-hope: sir yes sir
jiminilicious: we won't come late hyung
jangcookstr: OMG THE DELICIOUS CRISPY ONE
jinner: it's not called cRiSpy oNe but yes kook I'll be baking that chicken
jangcookstr: Fuck yeah
jinner: also pack some extra clothes in case some ehem ACCIDENTS happen...
    I am looking at you taehyung
caTAEstrophe: okay listen I didn't /know/ the jell-o wasn't ready yet it looked solid to me and who
    fills the cup up to the brim seriously
jinner: we're not having this discussion again. ANYWAYS
    A change of clothes, towels if you want (we have enough tho) and everyone's tooth brushes are still
    in the cupboards so don't bother bringing one
rAp MoNsTeR: I'm pretty sure they would've forgotten them anyways jdjdks
jinner: And don't forget phone chargers because we are Not sharing two chargers for 7 phones
    again
gay-hope: and presents!! We can't forget the presents!!!
jinner: Of course not seok ☝
    so be there by 6pm, bring a change of clothes, charger and presents
jangcookstr: aaand~
jinner: what??
caTAEstrophe: didn't u forget something~
jinner: nope
jangcookstr: but hyyyyyyyyyuuuuung
caTAEstrophe: hyung hyung hyung hyung hyung hyung hyung hyung hyung hyung hyung hyung
jinner: sigh
    and bring extra pillows because based on popular demand we'll be also building a blanket fort
    In which seven grown ass men will have to squish into
caTAEstrophe: It'll be fiiiine we've done this before
jangcookstr: It's gonna be awesome I can FEEL it in my left tiddie
rAp MoNsTeR: u could've formulated that a little bit less crackheadish but yes that's approximately
    what i was gonna say
caTAEstrophe: sooo is the Christmas tree already up :V
rAp MoNsTeR: yep we put it up but it's plain yet
caTAEstrophe: ARE WE DECORATING IT TOGETHER?? PLEASE SAY YES PLZ PLZ
    PLZ PLZZZ
rAp MoNsTeR: yeah babe when are we actually decorating it
gay-hope: we already decorated our lil tree hehe
jiminilicious: yeah me n tae already have our tree up and shining, turned out a beautiful one even if it's pretty small 😍 (u know since myungie likes to chew on the fir branches smh that silly cat)
gay-hope: Hdhhsjsh it looks hilarious when cats do that,, and same, ours turned out real pretty as well
agust d-amn u all: (and might I humbly add it was mostly thanks to my geniuse aesthetic genes)
caTAEstrophe: where is the humble I don't see it--
jangcookstr: lies. the only thing he did was turning on the fairy lights
agust d-amn u all: it was the FINAL touch and the cherry on top what would YOU understand you mere infusoria huh
jangcookstr: it's pointless arguing isn't it
jinner: well I've been indeed thinking we could decorate it together
caTAEstrophe: YESYESYES
jangcookstr: OMG ITS GONNA BE LIKE IN THOSE BARBIE CHRISTMAS MOVIES ALL FESTIVE AND SHIT
jiminilicious: WE'LL MAKE IT THE MOST BADASS CHRISTMAS TREE
rAp MoNsTeR: they're so exited hhhh
gay-hope: it's endearing 😇
jinner: it's like someone told them they won lifetime supplies of McDonald's coupons
rAp MoNsTeR: doesn't the saying goes 'won the lottery'...
jinner: it does but did you SEE their expressions when we got them those free food deluxe coupons and they could order any food they wanted from any restaurant with a discount??
Pure ecstacy it's basically the same thing
rAp MoNsTeR: I remember the happiness was radiating off of them from a mile away
agust d-amn u all: ok but real question does jimin still need a stool to reach the top of the tree to put on the star
jiminilicious: LISTEN UP FUCKER YOU CANT DRAG MY HEIGHT UR ONLY LIKE ONE CENTIMETRE TALLER
agust d-amn u all: but I've ~embraced~ that sad fact already instEAD OF insisting everyone had a 'simulation glitch' at their birth
caTAEstrophe: jdjsjsk thats EXACTLY jimin's mindset
jiminilicious: ITS NOT MY FAULT PPL DONT LIKE IT WHEN I TELL THE TRUTH

agust d-amn u all: ok minnie let's not argue we both know I'm right anyways we totally strayed from topic so back to my homeboy santa
rAp MoNsTeR: righttt
agust d-amn u all: so I wrote down on my wish list that I'm in dire need of a new studio, new living arrangements because jungkook is driving me crazy lately with his insistence of not wearing a shirt 24/7
jangcookstr: oh my now I'm curious, what part of /that/ is exactly bothering you hyung
agust d-amn u all: the inevitable boners I have to endure in the middle of the day.
jangcookstr: Oh no, what an inconvenience that is
agust d-amn u all: indeed
jangcookstr: wonder what we're gonna do about that
agust d-amn u all: I dunno, u tell me...
gay-hope: Oh-
[Private Chat: pup , softmin]

softmin: ok but does it really count as jealousy when I swore on all my plants that I do not like the person that way
pup : jdjsj well jiminie I have bad news for u honey bc yes it kinda does count
softmin: no like Imao why would I care I don't care they can do whatever the fuck they want in their dorm and jungkook can walk around naked for all I care but that's the thing I don't care and have absolutely NOTHING to be jealous of. and fuck both of them who do they think they are. there's a thing called a private chat maybe they should try that and take their obnoxious flirting to somewhere else and not in front of my damn nose. fucking assholes.
pup : cuddles and ice cream?
softmin: please

[Group Chat: Gather Up Hoes]

rAp MoNsTeR: He didn't see that coming
gay-hope: someone getting bold I see
jinner: about time!!
agust d-amm u all: shut up u idiots I was just messing around
gay-hope: *in bed
agust d-amm u all: SHUT UR MOUTH DIPSHT
gay-hope: HSJSK MY MOUTH WAS SHUT
jangcookstr: ...OK OFF TOPIC (tho we're not done with our discussion hyung ) but still can't believe Pietro died shielding Clint and that boy with his body...and the iconic ‘u didn't see that coming’ line at the end like what the fuck Marvel he was a GREAT character why did u have to go n kiLL him >;((
jinner: this is not the time to rant about Avengers age of Ultron
jangcookstr: bUt PIETRO
rAp MoNsTeR: wasn't the crush on iron man enOUgh already
jangcookstr: first of all it was NOT a crush it was ADMIRATION
gay-hope: ...riiiight
caTAEstrophe: ...
rAp MoNsTeR: uh-huh
jinner: ...I smell summ and it's bullshit
jangcookstr: okay fine maybe there was a tiny crush in between too bUT
It's not my fault he's a high maintenance man okay he was the LOML in the movies how could anyone NOT crush on him at least ONCE that high-tech hocus pocus was sexy as fukc and he's like in the top ten most handsome hollywood actors list and he's so funny and just imagine being able to do all that superhero shit he could FLY in that suit what was I supposed to do say nO
rAp MoNsTeR: oh god please not the rant about how great iron man is I've listened to those already so many times pl EASE @ GOD TAKE THE WHEEL
jangcookstr: he's the most amazing actor, periODT
gay-hope: A whole Johnny Depp exists
jinner: Uhm hello?? Brad Pitt invented perfection (right after me obviously)
cTaAEstrophe: Y'all blind bitches act like the b in park bogum doesnt stand for beauty and scarlet johansson didn't turn us all straight at some point in our lives--
gay-hope: but johnny mf depp is right THERE the man's a fuckin snack
agust d-amn u all: this is a conversation I am strictly not going to engage with for the sake of my last three remaining braincells I don't want them to die off too

jinner: Brad pitt paved the way

jiminilicious: What do y'all know about actors have you seen Park Hyuk Sik he was breathing in handsome before y'all's bread pits, depps and baguettes were an embrio he's a literal WET DREAM

rAp MoNsTeR: PREACH

jinner: uhm excuse me mister?!

rAp MoNsTeR: babe u know you're the only one for me. that's just facts that I'm agreeing with

jinner: I better be >_>

caTAEstrophe: Ok that I can't argue with Hyun Sik hyung is one fine specimen
gay-hope: he's undeniably handsome theucker

jiminilicious: We already have the same last name might as well get like. married or something bc I'm a catch myself who WOULDN'T want me, right
gay-hope: course Minnie, your future partner must've probably saved a nation or two in their previous lifes to get u to date em

jiminilicious: awww you're just saying that~ thank u hoseokie 😊
gay-hope: skjdxjdjsj mood

[Private Chat: pup , softmin]

pup : JIMINHSKSKS WJEN I SAID GIVE HIM A TASTE OF HIS OWN MEDICINE THIS AINT WJAT I MEANT

softmin: I don't care.

He wants to play dirty?
I'll give him dirty.
pup : HSJSKS

[Group Chat: Gather Up Hoes]

jangcookstr: he's not that great. Not saying I'm better but lowkey exactly what I'm saying
jiminilicious: I lowkey have to disagree :)
jangcookstr: excuse me?? I'm built like a greek god, hell, I could bench press you with one arm, I'm sexy and cute I'm a fucking charmer I have an amazing personality I'm funny and romantic I'm good at EVERYTHING i do. what might he possibly have that I don't.
**rAp MoNsTeR**: damn gguk get that self promo...

**jiminilicious**: thats it? no power point presentation? well thats disappointing I expected more from the jack of all trades jungkook. as convincing as your little rant may be I have some blanks to fill in after all. want me to list it off in alphabetical order?

**jangcookstr**: what exactly are you playing at, park

**jiminilicious**: I dunno try using that meat clump called brain for once, jeon

**gay-hope**: uhmMmmm haha

**jinner**: w-what is going onjsshksk

**rAp MoNsTeR**: marty-

**jangcookstr**: Why so aggressive all of a sudden something triggering ur blissful ignorance or what

**jiminilicious**: Sorry, can't hear you over my swooning while looking up pictures of Park Hyun Sik. Maybe I should pull some strings at the company, get his number

---
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[Group Chat: Gather Up Hoes]

**gay-hope**: wha

**rAp MoNsTeR**: teh fukc s goin on fellas

**jinner**: sir this is a mcdonald's drive thru-

**rAp MoNsTeR**: ok uhm haha lets talk about something else to lighten up the uhm atmosphere so I didn't think yoongi'd be that straightforward with his shirtless jungkook problem right

**jinner**: jskxjsks homeboy ain't missing out on opportunities

**gay-hope**: he jus WENT for it

[jiminilicious went offline]

[jangcookstr went offline]

**caTAEstrophe**: mayhaps y'all should've just sat there and ate ur food

**rAp MoNsTeR**: ...that didn't go well

**gay-hope**: ....*inserts pikachu meme*

**jinner**: ..... 

*coughs awkwardly*

**gay-hope**: jdjsjsk

**jinner**: Well he can't be gayforward now can he

**rAp MoNsTeR**: babe I love u but this is overstepping all boundaries I'm this close to suing
[Private Chat: goldengguk, cherrydevil]

goldengguk: didn't think you'd be such a petty lil thing hyung
cherrydevil: xoxo

[Private Chat: angry puff, fabulous ]

fabulous : okay even my dad jokes aint helpin this is escalating yoongs do something
angry puff: why always me...

[Private Chat: hybrogen, broOxide]

hybrogen: d'you think he's mad @ me
broOxide: dunno man maybe he's jus having a bad day
mood swings r a thing n jimin hyung has a pretty short temper
hybrogen: he seemed just fine to me before he suddenly did a complete 180...
d'you think it's something I said :<
broOxide: knowing u n ur bluntness it might v possible be the case
hybrogen: listen do u think I messaged ur lame ass so u cud drag my wounded ego thru dirt
broOxide: yes?? isn't that my sole purpose on this earth
hybrogen: GYEOM
broOxide: OK OK I'm kidding m kidding gguk
well for what it's worth I ion think he'll stay mad at u for too long u know he has a soft spot for u
hybrogen: He does?? :<
broOxide: I dunno u tell me :<
hybrogen: FUCK U JDJSJSKK
broOxide: hey gguk this is bambam u know I adore ur and gyeom's bromance but damn can u like postpone ur whining about ur crush on jimin hyung n let me suck my mans dick in peace
hybrogen: ....
I HOPE U CHOKE ON IT BAM

[Group Chat: Gather Up Hoes]

agust d-amn u all: shut up y'all I wasn't finished listing off my wishes for santa
anygays as I was saying. I also want a new coffee maker, a better car would be probably nice too,
maybe some cash and a kumamon sleeping mask, more bucket hats, the entire Harry Potter series but
with the new fancy cover design
And a self-heating mug
That mug us like
the way to my heart
jiminilicious: gotta write this down for future references
jangcookstr: what a coincidence I was just about to do the same thing.
jiminilicious: Good for you :)
jjangcookstr: I know :)
gay-hope: ehem
jinner: you...are telling us all this not simply because u want to share your non existent santa wish list with us, aren't you
cataEstophe: And here I was wracking my brain over what to get you for christmas
guest d-amm u all: Whaat?? Of coURse noT this is exclusively for Santa and SANTA only what are you talking about I even wrote a letter and it's already been send
rAp MoNsTeR: I will not act like I'm surprised if I find the letter in my mailbox in the following days aND I WONT HESITATE TO SEND IT RIGHT BACK
agust d-amm u all: BUT
rAp MoNsTeR: AND I AM NOT BUYING YOU AN APARTMENT FOR CHRISTMAS HOE
agust d-amm u all: LET A MAN DREAM

[Private Chat: nams, yoongmoong]

yoongmoong: AT LEAST THE COFFEE MACHINE

[Group Chat: Gather Up Hoes]

agust d-amm u all: whatever `^`, I aint know nuthin I better find the keys to my new studio and car under the Christmas tree or me and santa will have a serious lil chat about scamming
jiminilicious: yoongi hyung finna show up with his glock19 on the north pole
gay-hope: "YALL LYING MFS THOUGHT I WOULDN'T FIND U WELL THINK AGAIN"
rAp MoNsTeR: STOPHDJJSKSKS
jinner: Santa gon quiet his job after this
gay-hope: "TAHTS NOT WHAT I SIGNED UP FOR"
rAp MoNsTeR: "Should've read that small print after all☺"
jinner: I BUSTED THREE LUNGSKSJDK
cataEstophe: okay can we drop the santa talk already.
jinner: 😊
jiminilicious: ??
rAp MoNsTeR: uh
sure...?
agust d-amm u all: is it
something I said orrr
caTEstophe: yes
no
well it's not really YOU it's just
why is it always SANTA THIS and SANTA THAT when it comes to Christmas
Why always talk about a creepy old man ON CHRISTMAS
gay-hope: well when u say it like that it does sound a little off putting
jiminilicious: tae darling what's wrong with santa...?
caTEstophe: what's wrong with santa?
what do you mean what's wrong with santa? EVERYTHING'S WRONG WITH SANTA
You mean to tell me you're okay with ur potential children believing in an imaginary fat old man in a
red and white suit with a white beard from the north pole riding a carriage on flying reindeers that will trespass ur house in the middle of the night through the chimney and leave boxes with god knows what inside under a fake tree and eat cookies and drink milk he didn't even pAY FOR is thAT SHIT NORMAL TAHTS ILLEGAL WHO WROTE THAT PLOT
gay-hope: SKXBJSSJK LEMME MOVE MY BANGS SO I CAN READ THAT AGAIN
agust d-amn u all: is it crack? is that what you smoke? is it crack?
jinner: BITCH I THINK IM TRIPPIN WHAT DID I JUST READ HDJS
rAp MoNsTeR: LITERALLY NO ONE THINKS THAT WAY TAE WHAT TGE FUCKISHSKSK
gay-hope: WHAT HAPPENED IN DAEGU HDJSJSJ jiminilicious: tae, sweetie I aint judging but do you have a fear of santa or somethingfgjkso
jinner: Yeah, he's CLAUStrophobic
gay-hope: Ho ho ho
jinner: Stop you're scaring himjkdksjk
caTAEstrophe: Delete yoURSELF KIM SEOKJIN
jinner: do y'all hear summ cuz I ain't hear nuthin from a whole santa anti
rAp MoNsTeR: BUZZFEED UNSOLVED COME GET YALLS NEW CONSPIRACY THEORIES
jiminilicious: TAEHYUNG HERE BOUTTA REVEAL A REVOLUTIONARY DISCOVARY
gay-hope: IM YELLINGHDJSJSJ
caTAEstrophe: THIS IS NOT FUNNY YOU GUYS
jinner: IT IS BITCH
rAp MoNsTeR: 'IMAGINARY MAN EATING COOKIES HE DIDNT EVEN PAY FOR' HJSKSK MAKE IT MAKE SENSE
agust d-amn u all: jimin is he shitfaced or something xjxkjdsk
jiminilicious: nO he's completely sober I swear hdjsksk
caTAEstrophe: SANTA IS EVIL SANTA = SATAN HE'S A MINION OF SATAN OR SATAN HIMSELF CANT YOU SEE THE CONNECTIONS ARE RIGHT THERE
rAp MoNsTeR: I think this is the sleep deprivation talking
agust d-amn u all: It's time to go to bed
caTAEstrophe: ITS IN THE NAME!!! THE NAME!!!
gay-hope: ok tae we'll make sure not to mention s*nta c*laus in ur presence ever again, yes?
jinner: you can tell us more about your groundbreaking message about s*nta tomorrow after you've SLEPT
caTAEstrophe: >_<
gay-hope: Ok but lowkey just realized it's 3am and the whole squad's still not sleeping...
jangcookstr: trAgiC
gay-hope: Dont worry I will slap everyone awake at practice if needed :))
jangcookstr: tragic, but without the previous sarcasm
caTAEstrophe: [tries to force himself to sleep] [it's not working just so u know]
jangcookstr: my brain's currently riding a rainbow roller coaster and conversing with talking marshmallows perched on top of a gummy bear
jinner: hOW MUCH SUGAR DID YALL EAT BEFORE GOING TO SLEEP
jangcookstr: in my defense I was pretty hungry
rAp MoNsTeR: but seriously guys let's lay down n at least try to rest a little bit, we still have around 5 hours left
jiminilicious: yeah agree
rAp MoNsTeR: then good night guys sleep well
jinner: Night ❤️
agust d-amn u all: gn8 guys
caTAEstrophe: Nighty nighty
gay-hope: Night, love y'all
jiminilicious: Good night joon
Good night jin
Good night yoongs
Good night hobi
Good night tae
...
Good night koo
jangcookstr: jxksk
I MEAN uhm night hyung
rAp MoNsTeR: u too minnie
jinner: night chim
agust d-amn u all: gn min
caTAEstrophe:
gay-hope: Night night
jangcookstr: sleep well hyungs
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J_hope @hopeworld 🍀
I'd be offended but this is literally the truth
|
RM @knjstudios 🍀
phat mood

seokjin 🍀 @glamourkim

me: *sneezes*
me:
me to me: I would say bless u but seems like god already did
changed some usernames in Private Chats just bc I felt like it (the Group Chat will have it's turn soon as well hehe) so don't be confused uwu I think I made it pretty clear who's texting with who but if someone's still unsure just ask n I'll list the names off

me: [stares blankly at pc screen]
me: what have u done u fool.
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